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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. On Sunday 23 May 2021, Ryanair Flight FR4978 en-route from Athens, Greece (LGAV) to Vilnius, 

Lithuania (EYVI) diverted to Minsk Airport (ICAO code UMMS), Belarus while passing through the 

airspace of the Republic of Belarus (the event). Belarus submitted to ICAO a preliminary report and 

additional information on an act of unlawful interference regarding the event. Subsequently, several 

requests were made by States to ICAO for an investigation into the event to be conducted. 

 

1.2. At the second meeting of its 223rd Session on 27 May 2021, the Council of ICAO considered an 

oral report presented by the Secretary General related to the event involving Ryanair Flight FR4978 in 

Belarus airspace on 23 May 2021. Following consideration, the Council by a majority decision (C-DEC 

223/2):  

 

a) welcomed the presence at this meeting of the Ministers of Transport of Ireland, 

Lithuania, and Poland, as well as the representatives of Belarus and took careful note 

of their contributions to the Council’s deliberations;  

 

b) expressed strong concern at the apparent forced diversion of Ryanair Flight FR4978, 

a commercial passenger aircraft flying in Belarus airspace on Sunday, 23 May 2021;  

 

c) underlined the importance of establishing the facts of what happened and 

understanding whether there had been any breach by any ICAO Member State of 

international aviation law, including the Convention on International Civil Aviation 

(Chicago Convention) and its Annexes;  

 

d) recalling Article 55 (e) of the Chicago Convention, decided to undertake a fact-finding 

investigation of this event, and in this connection, requested the Secretariat to prepare 

an interim report to the Council for a subsequent meeting of the current session, which 

would present the available facts and relevant legal instruments and identify any gaps 

in order to safeguard international civil aviation; and  

 

e) called upon all ICAO Member States and other relevant stakeholders to collaborate 

with this fact-finding investigation in the interests of ensuring the safety and security 

of civil aviation and offered the assistance and expertise of ICAO in the pursuit of this 

endeavour.  

 

1.3. Immediately following the adoption of the Council Decision, the Secretary General established a 

Fact-Finding Investigation Team (FFIT), composed of ICAO staff members with competencies in the 

relevant areas of aviation security, aircraft operations, air navigation and international air law under the 

leadership of the Deputy Director, Aviation Security and Facilitation. 

 

1.4. The FFIT received information and materials from Belarus, Bulgaria, Germany, Greece, Ireland, 

Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Ukraine and the United Kingdom. Information and materials were also 

received from Eurocontrol, European Union Aviation Safety Agency, the Interstate Aviation Committee 

and two Original Equipment Manufacturers. This included documents, photographs, audio and video 

recordings, transcripts and national laws, regulations and procedures relevant to the event. The Team 

conducted virtual meetings and interviews with the States, followed by missions to Poland (from 4 to 6 

August 2021), Lithuania (from 9 to 11 August 2021) and Belarus (from 23 to 26 August 2021), during 
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which in-person interviews and on-site visits were undertaken. The Team analysed the substantial amount 

of information and materials received in order to establish the facts and develop the timeline of the events 

in this report and identify relevant provisions in international air law instruments, Standards and 

Recommended Practices, procedures and guidance material as well as gaps to safeguard the safety and 

security of international civil aviation.  

 

1.5. While States and entities were cooperative and forthcoming with a significant amount of 

information, some specific information requested was not made available. Some of the critical information 

requested but not provided to the Team is indicated in the Analysis section of this report and recapitulated 

in the conclusions. The Team was mindful too, that in some States, investigations and the gathering of 

information were continuing at the time of writing of this report. 
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2. SEQUENCE OF EVENTS BASED ON INFORMATION COLLECTED 

 

2.1. Ryanair Flight FR4978 Operating Information 

 

2.1.1. Ryanair Flight FR4978 on 23 May 2021 was operated by Ryanair Sun S.A. (RYS) with its 

principal place of business in Poland on behalf of Ryanair Designated Activity Company (RYR) with its 

principal place of business in Ireland, pursuant to a wet lease agreement under European Commission 

Regulation 965/2012. Both companies are part of the Ryanair group. Flight FR4978 was conducted on a 

Boeing 737-800 aircraft registered in Poland (SP-RSM), using the ICAO three letter designator RYR and 

radiotelephony call sign RYANAIR 1TZ.  

 

2.1.2. RYS was responsible for operational control.  RYS has an air operator certificate (AOC) 

issued by Poland.  RYS contracts to RYR activities such as flight planning in accordance with its policies 

and procedures. The RYR and RYS operations control centres located in Dublin, Ireland and Warsaw, 

Poland respectively work in unison.  

 

2.1.3. The flight crew had valid ICAO Annex 1 — Personnel Licensing compliant licenses issued 

by the Irish Aviation Authority. The pilot-in-command (PIC) had an Airline Transport Pilot License 

(ATPL) with 3,322 hours on aircraft Type and 3,600 total hours. The First Officer had a Commercial Pilot 

License (CPL) with 1,624 hours on aircraft Type and 1,760 total hours. Both pilots had valid medical 

certificates and were current with training, including security training, in accordance with the RYS training 

programme approved by the Polish CAA. 

 

2.1.4. The flight and cabin crew on flight FR4978 were based in Vilnius, Lithuania. The planned 

rotation for that day was to fly two sectors Vilnius EYVI (VNO) – Athens LGAV (ATH) – Vilnius EYVI 

(VNO). The crew reported for duty at 0300hrs UTC (0600hrs Vilnius local time). The first sector of the 

flight (Flight FR4979) was uneventful, with minimal departure delay and arriving in Athens LGAV ahead 

of schedule. On arrival in Athens, a typical turnaround was conducted, departing at 0729hrs UTC (1029hrs 

Athens local time) for the return trip to Vilnius seven minutes late with 122 passengers and four infants.  

 

2.2. Receipt of the email that triggered the initiation of bomb threat procedures 

 

2.2.1. According to the Department of Aviation of Belarus, on the 23 May 2021 at 09:25:16 

(12:25:16 local) an email was received in the generic mailbox info@airport.by, a screenshot of which is 

reproduced in Appendix H. 

 

2.2.2. The email contained the following text: “We, Hamas soldiers, demand that Israel cease fire 

in the Gaza Strip. We demand that the European Union abandon its support for Israel in this war. We know 

that the participants of Delphi Economic Forum are returning home on May 23 via flight FR4978. A bomb 

was planted onto this aircraft. If you don’t meet our demands the bomb will explode on May 23 over 

Vilnius. Allahu Akbar.” 

 

2.2.3. The SearchInform Data Loss Prevention (DLP) Software used at Minsk Airport detected 

and flagged the email as containing text communicating a potential threat to civil aviation. The automated 

detection is based on a pre-established list of keywords in several languages, including English, and triggers 

alerts on the computers of the Cybersecurity and Information Technology Division, in charge of the 

administration and oversight of the IT network of the Minsk Airport. The threat email written in English 

included words which are in the pre-established list of keywords.  

mailto:info@airport.by
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2.2.4. Interviews revealed that emails received in the generic mailbox info@airport.by are 

processed by the secretarial staff in the Airport General Manager’s office during working hours on 

weekdays. IT Security Officers do not review the content of the emails received on the 150 email addresses 

(personnel and generic) in service at the airport, unless an alert is triggered by the SearchInform DLP 

Software, such as the alert in question. The head of the systems administration group of the Cybersecurity 

Unit stated that he was remotely logged into the server on his computer while on duty at home and 

discovered in real time the pop-up alert regarding this email, received on the mailbox info@airport.by. His 

shift started at 06:00 UTC (09:00 local). The FFIT was informed that the head of the system administration 

group of the Cybersecurity Unit does not speak English but can understand it. 

 

2.2.5. The bomb threat email indicated it was sent by “Hamas soldiers”. The text refers to the 

Israeli operation in the Gaza Strip following the outbreak of violence that commenced on 10 May 2021 and 

demanded a ceasefire and that the European Union abandon its support for Israel in the war. The May 23 

flight FR4978 to Vilnius is specifically identified as carrying participants of the 2021 Delphi Economic 

Forum, as well as a bomb to be detonated over Vilnius if the demands are not met. Media reports indicate 

that the ceasefire between Israel and Hamas came into effect on 21 May 2021, two days prior to the event. 

The Delphi Economic Forum took place in Athens from 10 to 15 May 2021. It is reported that at least one 

of the passengers participated in the Forum. 

 

2.2.6. According to the Deputy General Director for Security, Discipline and Personnel, he was 

contacted by telephone at 09:27 (12:27 local) by the head of the system administration group of the 

Cybersecurity Unit and informed about the bomb threat email. Subsequently, the Deputy General Director 

for Security, Discipline and Personnel passed the information at 09:28 (12:28 local) by telephone to the 

Minsk Air Traffic Control Centre, as an aircraft was involved. The Deputy General Director for Security, 

Discipline and Personnel stated that the information he relayed to the Minsk Air Traffic Control Centre was 

limited to the threat itself, namely that there was an explosive device on board the aircraft on flight FR4978, 

on the route Athens-Vilnius, which would be detonated over Vilnius. 

 

2.2.7. According to the Department of Aviation of Belarus, the SearchInform DLP Software 

detected an identical email at 09:56 (12:56 local) in the generic mailbox info@airport.by, as Ryanair Flight 

FR4978 had already started its descent to Minsk. A screenshot of the email is reproduced in Appendix H. 

 

2.2.8. At about 12:00 (15:00 local) the same day, the head of the system administration group of 

the Cybersecurity Unit sent a copy of the threat email to the mailbox of the air navigation services provider, 

Belaeronavigatsia, as instructed by the Head of the Cybersecurity Unit, his immediate supervisor. The 

statements of the different stakeholders do not indicate that the email had been shared with any other entities 

before 12:00 UTC (15:00 local).  

 

2.2.9. The Ministry of Transport and Communications of Lithuania informed the FFIT that an 

email was delivered at 9:25:16 UTC (12:25:16 local) on 23 May 2021 to the generic email address 

info@ltou.lt of the State Enterprise Lithuanian Airports as shown in the screenshot in Appendix H. This 

threat email was only discovered the next morning, Monday 24 May 2021, during business hours, and was 

forwarded to the Lithuanian Police for investigation. 

 

2.2.10. With respect to the account from which the bomb threat email was sent, the Lithuanian 

authorities provided to ICAO information obtained from the Switzerland authorities, Switzerland being the 

mailto:info@airport.by
mailto:info@airport.by
mailto:info@airport.by
mailto:info@ltou.lt
mailto:from
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State where the headquarters of the email service provider are established, through a mutual legal assistance 

mechanism between both States, showing that: 

a)  the account was created on 14 May 2021 at 15:32:01 UTC from Internet Protocol (IP) 

address 193.189.100.195; 

b) the account was last accessed on 25 May 2021 at 8:39:42 UTC; 

c) the authentication logs for the account were not activated; 

d) no physical address or identity information was registered or linked to the account; 

e) the account is free, therefore no payment information was recorded; 

f) the content of the emails and the mailbox are fully encrypted, thus they cannot be 

viewed; 

g) the contacts, notes and images are also fully encrypted, thus they cannot be viewed; and 

h) no instant messaging information was recorded. 

 

2.2.11. The information provided by the Lithuanian authorities also indicated that a total of six 

emails were sent separately from the account, respectively at 9:25 UTC (12:25 local) to Lithuanian Airports, 

at 09:26 UTC (12:26 local) to Athens Airport, 09:27 UTC (12:27 local) to Sofia International Airport, 09:28 

UTC (12:28 local) to Bucharest International Airport, 09:34 UTC (12:34 local) to Kiev Airport and finally 

09:56 UTC (12:56 local) to Minsk International Airport. All six airports are located on or near the planned 

route of the flight FR4978. Two of the six emails were not delivered, namely to the addresses respectively 

of Athens and Kiev Airports. Apart from the six emails, no record exists of any other email having been 

sent from this account. 

 

2.2.12. Four emails were sent separately to Vilnius, Athens, Sofia, and Bucharest airports in a 

period of less than three minutes, while FR4978 was flying over the airspace of Ukraine and immediately 

prior to entering the airspace of Belarus. The first of these emails was sent at 09:25:12, about two hours 

after the take-off from Athens, five minutes before crossing the common L’viv/Minsk FIR boundary into 

Belarus. The fifth email was sent to Kiev Airport at 09:34:32, 4 minutes and 30 seconds after FR4978 had 

left the airspace of Ukraine. The last email was sent 22 minutes later, at 09:56:45 (12:56:45 local) to Minsk 

Airport at which point FR4978 had already initiated its descent to that airport. An illustration of the relative 

timings is at Appendix H.  

 

2.2.13. Both the Directorate General Civil Aviation Administration (DGCAA) of the Republic of 

Bulgaria and the Romanian Civil Aeronautical Authority (RCAA) confirmed to the FFIT that bomb threat 

emails against Flight FR4978 sent from the same email account were received by their respective airports 

on 23 May 2021. 

 

2.2.14. In the case of Bulgaria, the email was read on 25 May at 09:30 local by the Public Relations 

and Corporate Communications Department of SOF Connect AD, the operator of Sofia International 

Airport, which administers the email address: comment@sof-connect.com. The mailbox, used for alerts, 

complaints, recommendations, comments and questions from the public, is only checked on working days. 

According to the time stamp on the printout provided by the Bulgaria DGCAA, the email was received on 

23 May 2021 at 12:27 local (09:27 UTC).  

 

2.2.15. On 26 May 2021, following an information request from the Polish Civil Aviation Security 

Directorate, the RCAA requested all civil airports and the air navigation services provider Romatsa to report 

if any threat regarding flight FR4978 had been received by their services. On 8 June 2021, Bucharest 

Airports National Company informed RCAA that additional checks related to the flight FR4978 established 

mailto:comment@sof-connect.com
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that on 23 May 2021 at 12:28 local (9:28 UTC) a message sent from the same email account was received 

at the email address: contact@bucharestairports.ro.  

 

2.2.16. The screenshots of the emails, available at Appendix H, received in Sofia International 

Airport and Bucharest Airports National Company reveal that the text of the emails is identical to the 

messages delivered at Vilnius and Minsk airports. The time stamps of these two emails are consistent with 

the information obtained from Switzerland through the Lithuanian authorities.  

 

2.2.17. The nature and content of the emails respectively sent to Athens and Kyiv Airports have 

not been confirmed as these were not delivered. 

 

2.3. Timeline of air traffic control and associated events from aircraft departure in Athens to the 

aircraft landing at Minsk Airport 

 
Note 1.— The international airport at Minsk is referred to variously as “Minsk-2” (Location Indicators 

(Doc 7910)) “Minsk National Airport” and "National Airport Minsk”. For the purposes of this report the 

generic term “Minsk Airport” is used unless an alternative nomenclature is necessary to be consistent with 

specific information received.  

 

Note 2.— The following sequence of events uses a time format to describe the chronology of activities. 

Supplementary information relevant to the sequence of air traffic control events have also been included in 

boxes for context and clarity and to better illustrate the interactions within and between the various entities. 

Time is recorded in Co-ordinated Universal Time (UTC). 

 
07:29 RYR 1TZ (the air traffic control call sign of Ryanair Flight FR4978, referred to in radio 

telephony as Ryanair One-tango-zulu), airborne Athens/Eleftherios Venizelos Airport, 

Greece, bound for Vilnius/International Airport, Lithuania. The estimated 2-hour 35-minute 

flight is cleared to climb to Flight Level 380 initially and later to Flight Level 390. The aircraft 

would be cleared to follow its flight planned route, via the Athinai, Sofia, Bucuresti, L’viv and 

Vilnius flight information regions (FIRs) (Appendices A and B refer). The estimated time of 

arrival at the southern boundary of the Minsk FIR (at position SOMAT) was 09:30. A pictorial 

view of the primary events occurring subsequent to the aircraft’s approach to this south 

boundary of the Minsk FIR can be found at Appendix C.  

 

09:26:42 Minsk Area Control Centre (ACC) notifies L’viv ACC controller that the radio channel that 

RYR 1TZ is to contact Minsk ACC at SOMAT is 120.575 MHz (Transcript of L’viv ACC – 

Minsk ACC voice communications is at Appendix D).   

 

The Minsk Area Surveillance (Radar) controller (hereafter referred to as “the controller” 
or “Minsk ACC”) that would become responsible for controlling RYR 1TZ during this phase 

of flight was not available to be interviewed during the fact-finding investigation, however, 

according to information provided by other air traffic control personnel the purpose for the 

change in radio channel from the primary frequency was to check the range performance 

of the radio channel 120.575 MHz.  

According to a statement dated 9 December 2021, posted on the website of the Government 

of Poland (https://www.gov.pl/web/sluzby-specjalne/operacja-bialoruskiego-kgb-nowe-

fakty-dot-samolotu-ryanair), the Internal Security Agency of Poland, in conducting an 

investigation under the supervision of the prosecutor’s office regarding the event, obtained 

mailto:contact@bucharestairports.ro
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an account and materials from a direct witness of the actions taken on 23 May 2021. This 

is understood to be the area surveillance controller who controlled RYR 1TZ on entering 

the Minsk FIR. The Team requested from the authorities of Poland access to the witness 

and information collected in their investigation. This had not been provided at the time of 

this report. 

 

09:28 The Deputy Director-General for Security, Discipline and Personnel of the National Joint 

Enterprise “Minsk National Airport” informs the Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor via mobile 

telephone, that an email message about a bomb threat that had been received by the airport 

stating that there was an explosive device on board the aircraft “FR4978”, on the route Athens 

to Vilnius, which would be detonated over Vilnius. 

 

The exact time and duration of the telephone call by the Deputy Director-General to the 

Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor could not be verified, as no supporting evidence was provided 

by the authorities of Belarus.  

The Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor stated that, using a combination of Google and 

Flightradar24 internet applications, he was able to correlate “FR4978” with the call sign 

and flight plan of Ryanair “RYR 1TZ” and, subsequently, an associated radar-displayed 

target and label approaching the southern boundary of the Minsk FIR. 

  

09:28:39 The controller, unassigned to an air traffic control (ATC) position at that time, enters a 

personnel access code at a vacant air traffic control workstation with the intention of 

controlling only RYR 1TZ, as a means of carrying out the aforementioned-performance check 

of the radio channel 120.575 MHz.  

 

The rationale for communicating with RYR 1TZ, including carrying out the radio channel 

performance check, at a dedicated workstation was not established. 

 

09:28:58 RYR 1TZ contacts Minsk ACC on the radio channel 120.575 MHz, approaching position 

SOMAT on the southern boundary of the Minsk FIR. RYR 1TZ is identified on radar by the 

controller. (For this interaction and the following sequence of Minsk ACC voice 

communications with RYR 1TZ refer to Appendix E). 

 

09:29 The Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor, in conveying the bomb threat information received to the 

controllers of the joint sector “West”, directs the controllers to place RYR 1TZ on a dedicated 

ATS radio channel. However, the Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor was informed that this had 

already been done. The Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor advises the Minsk Tower Duty 

Supervisor about the aircraft and the information received regarding the explosive device, and 

the aircraft’s possible diversion to Minsk Airport.  

 

09:30:49 The controller conveys to the flight crew of RYR 1TZ the information received from the Minsk 

ACC Duty Supervisor “… we have information from special services that you have bomb on 

board. The bomb can be activated over Vilnius”. RYR 1TZ responded by requesting the 

controller to standby.  

 

The pilots look for the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) related to an airborne bomb 

threat in the approved Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) provided by RYS. 
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09:31:42 The controller contacts RYR 1TZ and states “…for security reasons, we recommend you land 

at Uniform Mike Mike Sierra”.  

 

RYR 1TZ attempts to contact their Operational Control Centre (OCC). It should be noted 

that RYS aircraft have limited capability to contact their OCC while airborne (see analysis 

section below). 

 

09:32:59 RYR 1TZ requests clarification on where the bomb threat message came from. The controller 

advised RYR 1TZ that “airport security staff... informed they received email” and when further 

queried by the flight crew whether this was Vilnius airport security staff or from Greece, the 

controller responds with “...this email was shared to …several airports”. 

 

It could not be established how the controller knew that emails had been shared with several 

airports. 

 

09:34:49 RYR 1TZ requests from the controller any frequency that would be available “from this range” 

to talk to the operations of the company. 

 

09:35:39 Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor asks Vilnius ACC Duty Supervisor for the frequency 

of the Ryanair representative. After speaking to Vilnius Tower, the Vilnius ACC Duty 

Supervisor contacts the Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor and provides the Litcargus ground 

services frequency 131.750 MHz. During this discussion, at time 09:39:24, the Minsk ACC 

Duty Supervisor advises Vilnius ACC Duty Supervisor “… they might have a bomb on board 

and they wanted to consult their airlines, what should be done, should they change the 

route… Minsk, we recommend landing… that is why they have been asking for such a 

frequency, meaning, the issue does not concern engineering matters, it concerns the decision 

to be made.” (For these interactions and subsequent coordination between Minsk and 

Vilnius Air Traffic Services (ATS) units refer to Appendix F). 

 

The crew was looking for a RYR frequency other than the one for Litcargus, the ground 

service provider in Vilnius, which they had already attempted to contact but to no avail. 

 

09:39:30 RYR 1TZ requests from the controller if there is any update on their request. The controller 

advises the flight crew to standby as he is still waiting for the information. 

 

09:39:57 RYR 1TZ requests the IATA 3-letter code of the airport that authorities had recommended the 

diversion to.  

 

Company, or ground service provider frequencies for RYR are listed in the Electronic Flight 

Bag (EFB) directory with the IATA 3-letter code.  

 

09:41:00 After initially advising RYR 1TZ to standby, the controller returns to the radio channel and 

advises the flight that the IATA code for the airport is MSQ.  

 

09:41:58 RYR 1TZ requests further clarification on where the recommendation to divert to Minsk came 

from and whether it was from Company or departure airport authorities or arrival airport 

authorities. The controller responds that the recommendation “was our recommendation”. 
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09:42:49 Controller advises RYR 1TZ that the Vilnius ground staff frequency is 131.750 MHz. RYR 

1TZ responds that they have the frequency already, however, no one is answering.  

 

09:43:39 – 09:44:41 Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor informs Vilnius ACC Duty Supervisor of 

the following: “The crew has not made a decision yet, so the information we have here is this: 

representatives of all institutions shared the information that they have received an e-mail, it 

was sent to multiple recipients at several airports, stating that there is a bomb on the 

aircraft… which may explode when the aircraft is above Vilnius… the crew ... was 

recommended landing at Minsk. So far, it is following the route. We are waiting for them to 

make a decision.” 

 

The FFIT could not establish how the information about emails being sent to multiple airports 

came to the knowledge of the Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor. 

 

09:44:38 Controller requests RYR 1TZ to advise its decision regarding the recommended diversion. 

 

09:44:52 RYR 1TZ requests information from the controller on the code of the threat – whether it is 

green, yellow, amber or red.  

 

In the RYS SOP, it is the OCC that assesses the threat and defines a colour code for it. 

Lacking that trigger point, from which flight crew actions are clearly defined, the crew 

assesses alternatives using a PIOSEE methodology. The colour code question seeks 

information from the controller on the assessed threat to support subsequent actions based 

on their SOPs. 

 

09:45:09 After requesting RYR 1TZ to standby, the controller subsequently advises that “Ryanair one-

tango-zulu, they say code is red”. RYR 1TZ responds, “in that case, we request holding at 

present position”, which is subsequently approved by the controller. 

 

09:45:52 Minsk ACC advises Vilnius ACC that the intentions of RYR 1TZ is to hold at current 

location. 

  

Having been advised by the controller of the colour threat code red, the crew enter a right 

hand hold to determine subsequent actions based on their SOPs. 

 

09:47:12 RYR 1TZ declares MAYDAY and advises controller “our intentions would be to divert to 

Minsk”. The controller acknowledges the MAYDAY, informs the Minsk ACC Duty 

Supervisor and the Minsk Approach controller and, over the next approximately ten minutes, 

provides descent clearances, routing and weather avoidance instructions, and flight 

information, typical for arriving aircraft to Minsk Airport.  

 

09:47:34 RYR 1TZ selects transponder code 7700. 

 

09:48 RYR OCC is alerted that RYR 1TZ has declared an emergency via observation of 

changes to flight characterization on Flightradar24. 

 

09:48 RYR 1TZ requests clearance to descend to Flight level 100 and initiates a rapid descent 

to that altitude where the airplane can be depressurized and minimize the effect of a possible 

detonation.   
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RYR OCC (Ireland) contacts RYS OCC (Warsaw) and both attempt to get more information 

on the reason for the emergency and diversion. 

 

RYR OCC contacts Litcargus at VNO and learns that Vilnius ATC had informed them that 

RYR 1TZ was diverting to Minsk Airport due to a bomb threat but had no further details. 

 

09:47 – 09:55 Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor declares emergency phase ALERFA and notifies 

the following of the circumstances: 

 

• Belarus Search and Rescue Coordination Centre (RCC) 

• Vilnius ACC Duty Supervisor 

• Operations Duty Officer of the Belarus Air Force and Air Defence Forces Command 

Centre. 
 

09:55 The Belarus RCC commences notification of the alert phase via a national automated 

telephone notification scheme. 

  

The operator RYR as listed on the flight plan, was not notified of the alert phase. 

  

09:57:12 The controller gives instructions to RYR 1TZ to contact Minsk Approach controller, the latter 

of which subsequently provides descent clearances and radar vectors for weather avoidance 

and for an Instrument Landing System (ILS) approach Runway 31 Right. The approach 

controller also inquires if any assistance is required on arrival. RYR 1TZ responds by asking 

if a parking location is available for this kind of event, to which the controller replies, “yes we 

have special area”. 

 

10:00 A Distress phase (DISTRESFA) notification is issued by the Minsk Tower Duty 

Supervisor via the national automated telephone notification scheme: an aircraft, proceeding 

on the route Athens–Vilnius as flight FR4978, had sent a “MAYDAY” distress signal (code 

7700) and has requested an emergency landing at Minsk National Airport. 

 

In the period between 10:01 and 12:17 there were at least 12 calls made by the RYS and RYR 

OCCs trying to establish communication with the authorities in Minsk to get more detailed 

information on the security threat that led to RYR 1TZ diverting to the Minsk Airport. For 

example, a copy of the threat email was requested on numerous calls and it was not provided.  

  

10:04:14 RYR 1TZ inquires, “if our company was informed about this case… about this event?” The 

Approach controller responds “we will try to pass information to your company during 5 

minutes”.  

10:10 According to Litcargus Ramp Shift Leader, Litcargus (the ground handling service 

provider at Vilnius Airport) tries to contact Minsk ATC by telephone (3 attempts until 10:13). 

 

10:12:35 After being cleared for an ILS Approach Runway 31 Right, RYR 1TZ is instructed to contact 

Minsk Tower controller on 130.4 MHz.  
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10:12:48 RYR 1TZ reports established on the ILS Runway 31 Right to the Minsk Tower controller and 

is provided with surface wind 240 degrees, 8 metres per second, gusting 11, and cleared to 

land Runway 31 Right. RYR 1TZ is also told to expect Stand One. 

 

10:15 RYR 1TZ lands Runway 31 Right.  

 

Litcargus Ramp shift Leader contacts Belavia OPS at Minsk Airport and is provided with 

confirmation of an approach to Minsk Airport by RYR 1TZ. 

 

10:16:09 RYR 1TZ is instructed to vacate the runway via taxiway M2 and to contact Minsk Ground 

Control on 129.950 MHz.  

 

10:17:51 After being instructed to follow the “Follow Me” vehicle, RYR 1TZ requests confirmation 

that Ryanair Operations has been informed about the incident. The Ground controller 

responds, “Yes, affirmative”, at which point RYR 1TZ asks “Did you have a message from 

them to us? The controller replies that they “did still not have additional message”.  

 

There is no evidence that RYR was informed about the event or either of the emergency phases, 

at this time. 

  

10:25 Litcargus Ramp shift Leader contacts Minsk Airport dispatch service by telephone, 

however, no information could be made available. 

 

10:26:24 RYR 1TZ requests again from the Ground controller if any message has been received from 

its company. Minsk Ground Control advises that they had not. 

 

10:29:18 RYR 1TZ again raises the issue of communications with the company, and the Ground 

controller responds with “If you ask me about your company representative, I don’t have any 

information about him.” 

 

2.4. Events on board the Ryanair Flight FR4978 prior to landing at Minsk Airport 

 

2.4.1. The chronology of the following events is based on in-person interviews of the crew 

members as well as the written statements and reports provided by crew members and passengers. 

 

2.4.2. All cabin crew were at the back galley finishing last inflight duties and their meal. The 

flight had been so far uneventful according to the crew. At 09:42 the PIC contacted the Cabin Service 

Supervisor (CSS) to provide him with a briefing about the bomb threat, in the NITS (Nature, Intention, 

Time, Special Instructions) briefing format, used by the RYS crews whilst in a high stress situation. The 

CSS reminded the PIC to request air traffic control to indicate the type of alert (Green/Amber/Red). About 

twenty minutes before landing, the PIC updated the CSS about the situation and the imminent landing in 

Minsk and they agreed that there was no time for the crew to conduct a sterile search of the cabin. The CSS 

delivered the NITS briefing to the three other cabin crew members, highlighting the bomb threat and 

advising of the diversion to Minsk. 

 

2.4.3. The PIC made a Passengers Announcement (PA) informing the passengers of a diversion 

to Minsk due to security issues. As the crew was preparing the cabin for landing, immediately after the PA, 

one of the passengers, stood up and shouted to one of the cabin crew that he could not land in Minsk as 
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“I'm wanted there, they'll kill me”. The CSS, informed about the incident by the cabin crew, attempted to 

reassure the panic-stricken passenger. The CSS then reported the situation to the flight deck; it was about 

10 minutes before landing. There is a convergence in the statements of the crew that the passenger was not 

considered unruly or disruptive. 

 

2.4.4. Before the landing, another passenger questioned the flight crew about the possibility to 

stay in Minsk, as she was a national of Belarus and Minsk was her final destination. 

 

2.5. Timeline of events concerning the use of military aircraft 

 

09:48 Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor informs Operations Duty Officer of the Belarus Air Force and 

Air Defence Forces Command Centre that Alert phase has been declared with respect to RYR 

1TZ, diverting to Minsk Airport as a result of a bomb threat. Operations Duty Officer informs 

Military Commander and is given delegated authority to take appropriate action and keep 

Commander informed. Level One of Readiness triggered and instructions provided to MIG-29 

flight crew.  

 

10:04 MIG-29 gets airborne from Baranovichi Air Base, controlled by military controller based in 

Minsk ACC. At a distance of 130 km from RYR 1TZ, the MIG-29 is given instructions to route 

to Minsk Machulishchi (UMLI), a military operational area near Minsk (Charts indicating 

relative distances between military aircraft and RYR 1TZ is at Appendix G).  

 

10:15 The distance between FR4978 and the MIG-29 is 55 km at the time of its landing at Minsk 

Airport. 

 

10:19 Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor advises the Operations Duty Supervisor that RYR 1TZ had 

landed. The MIG-29 returns to base. 

 

2.6. Timeline of events from the landing of Ryanair Flight FR4978 at Minsk Airport until its 

departure 

 

10:15 Ryanair Flight FR4978 lands at Minsk Airport and is directed to aircraft parking stand No. 1.  

 

According to the report of the Minsk Airport Shift Supervisor, the units and resources of the 

Minsk Airport Emergency Rescue Command were deployed to aircraft parking stand No. 

37 from 10:04 to 10:08 UTC (13:04 to 13:08 local), ready to respond to the act of unlawful 

interference.  

 

In addition, 17 vehicles, including eight fire-fighting vehicles arrived at Minsk Airport 

between 10:23 and 10:43 UTC (13:23 and 13:43), according to the information provided 

by Belarus.  

 

10:24 Aircraft arrives at parking stand No 1, parking brakes are set.  

 

10:26 Boarding stairs are positioned at the doors of the aircraft.  
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The Minsk Airport Control Dispatcher stated that the stairs were positioned at the doors of 

the aircraft with the permission of PIC. The Control Dispatcher went up the stairs and 

greeted the PIC through an open window on the left side of the cockpit and asked him where 

the threat was on board the aircraft. According to the Control Dispatcher, the PIC answered 

that there was no threat. The Control Dispatcher then asked the PIC whether he needed 

assistance from the Police and also suggested opening the aircraft doors. The Control 

Dispatcher informed the cabin crew that they can open the doors of the aircraft.   

 

10:30 Aircraft doors are opened.  

 

The Control Dispatcher entered the aircraft and suggested that the airport could provide 

any assistance requested by the crew. The Control Dispatcher informed the PIC of the 

necessity to disembark the passengers together with their cabin baggage, as well as to 

unload hold baggage on the ramp of parking stand No 1 to be screened by Explosive 

Detection Dogs (EDDs), and to search the aircraft cabin and aircraft hold. The PIC gave 

instructions to the cabin crew to disembark the passengers.  

 

10:38 The passengers start disembarking from the aircraft. 

 

The passengers disembarked from the aircraft in groups of five and were asked to put their 

cabin baggage on the ramp to be screened by EDDs. After screening, the passengers were 

asked to take their cabin baggage and proceed to the bus. 

 

There are differing accounts by the crew, collectively, and the Control Dispatcher as to who 

decided on the procedure for the passengers to disembark from the aircraft in groups of 

five. However, the Minsk Airport Aviation Security Service EDD unit informed the team that 

they requested passengers disembark in groups of five as the dogs could not handle larger 

groups. 

 

10:43 The Ministry of Internal Affairs (MIA) aircraft search specialists arrive at the aircraft. 

 

10:47 “Cancel DISTRESS” signal sent by Head of Flight Operations at Minsk Airport. 

  

After receiving the “Cancel DISTRESS” signal from the Tower Duty Supervisor, the Minsk 

Airport Shift Supervisor of the emergency and rescue services stood down the Minsk Airport 

emergency rescue team. 

 

The 17 vehicles, including eight fire-fighting vehicles, left the airport. 

 

11:00 Aircraft baggage hold is opened. 

  

11:05 Baggage loading/unloading equipment arrive at the hold of the aircraft. The baggage hold is 

checked by Minsk Airport Aviation Security Service EDD unit. 

  

11:19 Baggage unloading is started.  

  

11:21 Passengers are transferred on two buses to the Passenger Terminal international arrivals sector. 

 

While it was determined that the passengers commenced disembarking in groups of five at 

10:38 UTC and were transferred on two buses to the Passenger Terminal at 11:21 UTC, an 
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accurate time of when all passengers and crew had disembarked is estimated at 11:14, but 

could not be verified as the video evidence for this time period is from a different camera, 

located further away and not providing a clear view of the aircraft. 

 

After all passengers had left the aircraft, all crew (except for the PIC) were escorted to the 

passenger terminal, where they were screened together with their belongings. The PIC 

remained on-board.  

  

11:26-11:58 Hold baggage is screened by EDD on the ramp. 

  

12:11 Hold baggage is transferred from the ramp to the baggage make-up area for secondary 

screening. 

  

11:30-13:12 Passengers and their cabin baggage are screened at the Minsk Airport transfer passenger 

screening checkpoint.   

 

After screening, the passengers proceed to Waiting Area No. 3 of the International 

Departures sector under the supervision of the personnel of Minsk Border Control Division. 

 

12:16-12:32 Hold baggage is screened at the baggage make-up area by the Minsk Airport Aviation Security 

Service, in the presence of Customs and Police, using X-ray screening equipment.  

 

Screened hold baggage remains at the baggage make-up area until 12:52 when it is 

transferred to parking stand No. 1 to be reloaded onto the Ryanair aircraft. 

 

12:04-12:22 Aircraft is searched by the MIA Special Services.   

 

No explosives or explosive devices are found following the screening of the passengers, their 

cabin and hold baggage and the search of the aircraft.  

 

14:37 The crew return to the aircraft. Upon return to the aircraft, the cabin crew complete a security 

search of the aircraft cabin, while the First Officer completes a security search of the exterior 

compartments of the aircraft. The security searches were completed with no findings. 

 

14:30-14:44 Aircraft refuelling. 

  

15:30-16:40 (Approximate time based on interviews) PIC checks and approves paperwork on ground 

handling services provided to Ryanair aircraft.  

 

15:52 Hold baggage is transferred from baggage make-up area to parking area No. 1. 

  

16:06-16:22 Hold baggage is loaded. 

  

16:25-16:35 Passengers board. 

 

Once boarding of passengers was completed, cabin crew conduct a headcount of passengers 

and establish that five passengers are missing. No explanation was provided to the Ryanair 

crew by the Minsk Airport ground staff. 

 

16:53 Boarding stairs are removed from the aircraft doors. 
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17:07 Engine start-up. 

  

The flight from Minsk to Vilnius was conducted under the flight number and call sign RYR 

497. 

 

17:14 RYR 497 commences taxi from Stand No. 1 to Runway 31 Right for departure to Vilnius. 

While taxiing out, the air traffic controller asks whether RYR 497 had the latest weather 

information “do you have the latest information about thunderstorms forecasted in Minsk 

FIR”. The air traffic controller subsequently provides information on a thunderstorm-related 

SIGMET affecting the entire Minsk FIR. RYR 497 is cleared to LINE UP AND WAIT on 

Runway 31 Right. Once in position, the pilots observe the meteorological conditions in the 

departure path and request an immediate left turn onto a heading of 265 after take-off. The 

tower controller coordinates with approach control and after a five-minute delay, the aircraft 

is redirected to Runway 13 Left for departure. 

  

Following the runway change, the flight crew informed the Tower controller that they need 

10 minutes at the runway-holding position to contact the Performance Department and 

recalculate the figures. Minsk Tower provided a new instrument departure procedure for 

runway 13 Left.  

 

The flight crew attempted to call the Performance Department, but was unsuccessful, so the 

crew used RTOW tables to complete performance calculations. A re-brief for the new 

departure took place and a revised final altitude for the flight was requested. Subsequent 

coordination with air traffic control followed. When the flight crew was ready for departure, 

an additional delay occurred due to passengers using the toilets. 

 

17:48 Aircraft departs from Runway 13 Left. 
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3. ANALYSIS 

 

3.1. Transmission of the bomb threat information 

 

3.1.1. The bomb threat emails were received by four airports. Information obtained from 

Switzerland through the Lithuanian authorities shows that only one email was sent to Minsk Airport 

(info@airport.by) at 09:56:45 (12:56:45 local). Although Belarus showed the FFIT a copy of an email 

received at 09:25 UTC (12:25 local) in the Minsk Airport (info@airport.by) mailbox, the information 

obtained from Switzerland through the Lithuanian authorities did not show that such an email had been sent 

to the Minsk Airport (info@airport.by) mailbox. 

 

3.1.2. The FFIT was not provided with saved electronic copies of the emails received at 

info@airport.by in their original format, as, according to the Department of Cybersecurity and Information 

Technology of Minsk National Airport, messages on the said email address are only stored for seven days, 

after which they are automatically overwritten. The FFIT was provided an image (screenshot) of an email, 

thus the metadata was not reviewable. Although the team viewed the saved email files during the onsite 

visit, the Belarus Department of Aviation answered the FFIT’s request for these files by indicating that they 

were no longer available. Similarly, the airport.by server logs were not provided to the FFIT as these too 

were no longer available after a specified time.  

 

3.1.3. Information about the receipt of the bomb threat email was communicated through 

telephone calls between Minsk Airport and Minsk ACC personnel. Telephone records related to the 

numbers contacted, and time and duration of calls would have been necessary to corroborate the timeline 

of the actions by various personnel of Minsk Airport, Minsk ACC and Belarus security services regarding 

the receipt of the bomb threat email and the related timings. However, these records, although requested, 

were not availed to the Team. The Belarus Department of Aviation stated that due to legal protections 

stipulated in Article 28 of the Constitution of the Republic of Belarus which grants to every citizen the right 

to protection from unlawful interference in their private life, including interference with their 

correspondence, telephone and other messages, they were unable to provide the requested details on the 

exact time specific cellular phone calls were made or received and the duration of such calls. Article 181 

of the Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Belarus No. 1005 dated 17 August 2006 

"On Approval of the Rules for the Provision of Telecommunication Services" and Article 42 of the Law of 

the Republic of Belarus No. 45-3 dated 19 July 2005 "On Telecommunications" also stipulate that 

telecommunications operators and telecommunications service providers are obliged to safeguard the 

confidentiality of telephone and other messages. 

 

3.2. The provision of ATS to an aircraft subjected to unlawful interference 

 

3.2.1. If an aircraft is subjected to unlawful interference, the PIC shall attempt to land as soon as 

practicable at the nearest suitable aerodrome or at a dedicated aerodrome assigned by the appropriate 

authority unless considerations aboard the aircraft dictate otherwise (Annex 2 — Rules of the Air, 3.7.2). 

 

3.2.2. Responsibilities of ATS units in situations of unlawful interference are contained in 

Annex 11 — Air Traffic Services. An aircraft known or believed to be in a state of emergency, including 

being subjected to unlawful interference, shall be given maximum consideration, assistance and priority 

over other aircraft as may be necessitated by the circumstances (Annex 11, 2.24.1). When an occurrence of 

unlawful interference with an aircraft takes place or is suspected, ATS units shall attend promptly to 

requests by the aircraft. Information pertinent to the safe conduct of the flight shall continue to be 

mailto:info@airport.by
mailto:info@airport.by
mailto:info@airport.by
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transmitted and necessary action shall be taken to expedite the conduct of all phases of the flight, especially 

the safe landing of the aircraft (Annex 11, 2.24.2). ATS units shall also, in accordance with locally agreed 

procedures, immediately inform the appropriate authority designated by the State and exchange necessary 

information with the operator or its designated representative (see paragraph 3.6 below).   

 

3.2.3. Related ATS procedures are contained in Procedures for Air Navigation Services — Air 

Traffic Management (PANS-ATM, Doc 4444), predominantly Chapter 15, and central to these procedures 

is the recognition that aircraft known or believed to be in a state of emergency, including being subjected 

to unlawful interference, shall be given priority over other aircraft. ATS units shall therefore promptly 

attend to requests by, or to anticipated needs of, the aircraft, including requests for relevant information 

relating to air navigation facilities, procedures and services along the route of flight and at any aerodrome 

of intended landing, and shall take such action as is necessary to expedite the conduct of all phases of the 

flight. Circumstances might also require the application of separations larger than the specified minima, 

between the aircraft being subjected to unlawful interference and other aircraft. 

 

3.2.4. Belarus ATS-related regulations mirror ICAO provisions with respect to the provision of 

ATS to an aircraft subjected to unlawful interference, with no significant gaps.  

 

3.2.5. With respect to the implementation of the Belarus ATS-related regulations during the event 

and, particularly, the extent to which ATS units promptly attended to requests by or anticipated the needs 

of the aircraft, the following information is relevant: 

a) the Ryanair aircraft was singularly controlled by an area surveillance controller at a dedicated 

workstation. Priority was afforded to the flight and subsequent to its diversion to Minsk airport one 

other commercial flight arrival being controlled by the Minsk Approach controller was delayed for 

the purposes of providing additional air traffic spacing; 

b) the flight crew was advised of the bomb threat immediately after it became known to the Minsk 

ACC;  

c) in the contexts of the totality of the information available in the bomb threat email and the need to 

attend to the anticipated needs of the aircraft, including the provision of relevant details, 

information provided to the flight crew was incomplete, of varying degrees of clarity and only 

volunteered over an extended period of transmissions and numerous pilot inquiries. That the bomb 

threat had been communicated via email was only provided subsequent to the recommendation for 

diversion to Minsk Airport. Pertinent information included in the bomb threat email was not passed 

on to the flight crew such as that specific reference to the flight number FR4978 had been made, 

the time of receipt of the message, the identified organization/sender, and the reasons for placement 

of a bomb on board that specific flight. This, together with the use of phases lacking in specificity, 

such as “security services” and “security reasons” added to the challenge brought upon the flight 

crew to determine the appropriate course of action in an efficient and effective manner; 

d) the flight crew was informed that the bomb threat message was received via email, however, the 

relative times of email arrival and its discovery were not provided to the crew; 

e) while the rationale for recommending diversion to Minsk Airport was exclusively stated to be 

“security reasons”, the reasons were not volunteered nor was the specific entity who had made this 

recommendation identified. The flight crew was not informed that the bomb threat was assessed as 

credible nor the basis for this assessment; and according to interviews during the investigation, that 

the assessment was made singularly by the Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor, after consultation with 

senior air traffic control staff only, and that no external consultation had been carried out; 
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f) both the flight crew and subsequently Vilnius ACC were advised by Minsk ACC that the bomb 

threat email was sent to several airports. The fact that emails were sent to different airports was 

found to be correct. However, the FFIT could not establish how the information about the sharing 

of the email with other airports came to the knowledge of the area surveillance controller or Minsk 

ACC Duty Supervisor;  

g) although at several times, the flight crew requested information from various controllers on whether 

the company had been informed of the situation and if any message had been received from them, 

only limited information was provided to the flight crew on efforts and progress to contact the 

company. At 10:17 UTC, in response to another request of the flight crew to the ground controller 

for confirmation that the company had been informed about the incident, the controller responded, 

“Yes, affirmative”. There was no confirmation availed to the FFIT that the company had been 

informed of the event by the Belarus authorities. RYR provided the transcripts of calls made by the 

RYS and RYR OCCs in the period between 10:01 UTC and 12:17 UTC trying to establish 

communication with the authorities in Minsk to get more detailed information on the security threat 

that led to RYR 1TZ diverting to Minsk Airport. A copy of the threat email was requested on 

numerous calls and it was not provided; and 

h) although the bomb threat was said to have been first communicated to the Minsk ACC via 

telephone, records to verify the exact time the call was established or received, or its duration  were 

not provided to the FFIT for the reasons specified in 3.1.3. 

 

3.2.6. The frequent use of cellular telephones, including instant messaging services, particularly 

by ATS personnel and others meant that recordings and resultant transcriptions of critical operational 

communications were not available. Consequently, details of the sequence of events, in some cases, were 

based on information provided by individuals involved from their memory, personal notes taken at the time 

or details in statements or reports made after the fact. 

 

3.3. Ryanair Procedures 

 

3.3.1. Operational Control 

 

3.3.1.1. Annex 6 — Operation of Aircraft, Part I — International Commercial Air Transport — 

Aeroplanes defines Operational control as “The exercise of authority over the initiation, continuation, 

diversion or termination of a flight in the interest of the safety of the aircraft and the regularity and efficiency 

of the flight.” Ryanair Sun has established a system for exercising operational control over any flight 

operated under the terms of the Ryanair Sun AOC. This function is exercised by the Ryanair Sun Operations 

Control Department, under the supervision of the Nominated Person for Flight Operations (NPFO). 

 

3.3.1.2. In Ryanair Sun (RYS), the NPFO is responsible for the safe conduct of all flight operations 

carried out under the Ryanair Sun AOC issued by the Polish Civil Aviation Authority. The PIC is 

responsible for the operation and safety of the aircraft, from the moment it is first ready to move for the 

purpose of taxiing prior to take-off, until the moment it finally comes to rest at the end of the flight and the 

engines are shut down. The Ryanair group has its main OCC in Dublin, Ireland. It supports RYR operations 

and also provides support for all the Ryanair group operator OCC’s, including RYS, located in Warsaw, 

Poland. The operational control centres of RYR and RYS, are linked, have the same systems and both have 

access to all RYS operations. The means for pilots to communicate from the aircraft, while airborne, to the 

OCCs (RYS and RYR) is published in the Operational Flight Plan (OFP). For the Athens - Vilnius leg, the 

published frequency was 131.750 Dispatch. This frequency corresponds to a radio operated by Litcargus, 
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RYR’s ground handling services provider in Vilnius. Litcargus can relay messages between the aircraft and 

the OCCs in either direction.  

 

3.3.2. Selection of alternate aerodromes 

 

3.3.2.1. The criteria and responsibilities for determining the adequacy of aerodromes, including 

alternate aerodromes, is contained in the Operations Manual, which is issued under the authority of the 

NPFO. RYS only uses aerodromes that are adequate for the Boeing 737 aircraft and the operations 

concerned.  

 

3.3.2.2. Aerodromes are categorized based on several factors, including but not limited to, type of 

instrument approaches available, night operations capability, and aircraft performance requirements. Flight 

crew aerodrome familiarization requirements are based on the RYS aerodrome category and may require a 

specific sign-off from the NPFO. In normal operations, RYS uses the concept of a “commercial alternate” 

aerodrome. These are adequate aerodromes selected and approved by the company that may not be the 

nearest to the destination or route, but may be more desirable for commercial reasons, such as passenger 

and ground handling. One or more commercial alternate aerodromes may be listed in the OFP. When there 

is more than one, they are ranked in order of company preference. 

 

3.3.2.3. The only alternate aerodrome listed in the OFP for flight RYR 1TZ was Riga International 

Airport (EVRA) in Latvia. The Minsk Airport has no RYS category assigned to it since it is neither an 

airport in the RYR destinations network, nor considered as an alternate aerodrome. Operation to a non-

categorized aerodrome requires approval from the NPFO. However, in an abnormal or emergency situation, 

the PIC is authorised to use any aerodrome providing an equivalent level of safety, if time permits. 

 

3.3.3. Security threats while an aircraft is en-route 

 

3.3.3.1. Any security threat or warning is seriously considered according to RYS manuals. Actions 

for when the aircraft is on the ground are detailed in the airline’s Security Manual. The procedures when 

the aircraft has been dispatched (i.e., the aircraft is en-route) are contained in the Operations Manual. Upon 

receipt of a threat against a dispatched aircraft, the OCC will complete a full threat assessment according 

to established procedures to determine the associated risk and the appropriate actions to be taken. The 

results of the risk assessment are communicated by the OCC to all relevant stakeholders in the company, 

including the flight crew using a three-colour code for the specific threat. Based on the determined colour 

code, the PIC will do one of the following:  

 

• GREEN No credible threat exists. Diversion not required. Continue to destination as planned. 

• AMBER Credibility uncertain. The flight will continue to the planned destination or divert to a 

suitable alternate, as designated by OCC or the national Authorities. 

• RED There is a credible threat and the PIC should land at the nearest suitable airport as directed 

by ATC or the National Authorities. 

 

3.3.3.2. On the event day, RYR 1TZ was informed by Minsk ACC of a bomb threat and the 

recommendation to divert to Minsk Airport. The pilots were unable to establish contact with RYR or RYS 

OCC to determine the threat risk assessment (i.e., colour-code). It is not uncommon for RYR to 

communicate with RYR group aircraft using air traffic control to relay messages. At 09:44:52 the flight 
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crew asks the Minsk ACC “…I need to ask you a question, what is the code of the threat, ...is it green, 

yellow or amber or red”. In less than a minute, at 09:45:09, the Minsk ACC responded “Ryanair one-tango-

zulu, they say code is red.” Based on this information, the pilots elected to follow their procedures for a 

code RED threat.  

 

3.3.3.3. The subsequent actions by the RYR 1TZ flight crew were in accordance with established 

procedures. These included declaring an emergency; descending, as fast as practicable to an altitude where 

the aeroplane cabin differential pressure could be reduced to zero; and diverting to a suitable airport. 

 

3.3.3.4. The flight crew received a recommendation from the air traffic controller to divert to Minsk 

Airport because of a bomb threat. The RYS SOPs specify that the OCC determines the security risk and 

based on their assessment subsequent actions follow. The flight crew attempted to contact their company; 

however, contact could not be established as the frequency listed in the operational flight plan for that 

purpose was the one for the Litcargus radio in Vilnius and it had an approximate range of 20 to 30 nautical 

miles. At 09:34:49, the flight crew asked the controller for a frequency, within range of their position, which 

they could use to communicate with their company. The controller provided the frequency for Litcargus, 

whom they had already attempted to contact to no avail. 

 

3.3.3.5. According to interviews with the NPFO and aligned with company established procedures, 

had the flight crew been able to make contact with the RYR or RYS OCC through the Litcargus frequency 

(131.750 MHz), any other RYR frequency, or via ATC relay, it is unlikely the aircraft would have diverted 

to Minsk Airport because the OCCs did not have access to the threat email at that time. The RYR and RYS 

OCCs learned about the diversion when the emergency was declared. At that point they attempted, on 

several occasions, to obtain a copy of the bomb threat email from the Belarus authorities without success. 

Ryanair learned of the actual email text when information on “Incident with emergency landing of the 

Ryanair aircraft” was published in the Belarus Department of Aviation website (http://caa.gov.by/ru/news-

ru/view/1-203/) several hours after the aircraft landed. Without access to all the details contained in the 

email, and following their established procedures, it is improbable that the resulting company security threat 

assessment would have been red. Had the risk assessment been coded in any other colour instead of red 

(e.g., amber), and the OCC had determined that the aircraft still needed to divert, an airport in the RYR 

network or one they consider as an alternate airport would likely have been chosen following their 

established procedures since ground-handling arrangements in place would have facilitated operations at 

the airport. 

 

3.3.3.6. Under the RYS established procedure, the OCC assesses the security threat and assigns a 

colour code. This procedure assumes that the OCC learns about en-route security threats before the flight 

crew does. Subsequent flight crew actions are based on the assigned colour code. In this case, the air traffic 

controller informed the flight crew that “they say code is RED”. It was not clear what the air traffic 

controller meant when he said “they” as it could have been other Belarus authorities or a relay message 

from RYR. Absent communication with the company and based on their training, the flight crew, took this 

as a confirmation of the threat level. 

 

3.3.3.7. RYS flight crew are trained to use a time-critical decision-making methodology called 

PIOSEE (problem, information, options, select, execute, evaluate) when dealing with abnormal operational 

issues. Before declaring an emergency and deciding to divert to Minsk, the flight crew had at least the 

following elements to conduct a PIOSEE methodology as follows: 

  

http://caa.gov.by/ru/news-ru/view/1-203/
http://caa.gov.by/ru/news-ru/view/1-203/
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Problem The flight crew understood that an email had been received with a security threat that 

there was a bomb on board flight FR4978 (RYR 1TZ) which would be activated over 

Vilnius. 

  

Information The flight crew understood the controller’s recommendation to divert to Minsk Airport 

and that the threat level was code red. They sought more information about the bomb 

threat email and were informed by ATC that the email was shared with several airports. 

They confirmed that they had approach charts for Minsk Airport. 

  

Options The flight crew reviewed their procedures for actions applicable to a credible code red 

alert. The procedures stated that, in such cases, “… the PIC should land at the nearest 

suitable airport as directed by ATC or the National Authorities.”  

  

Select The flight crew elected to follow the ATC recommendation to divert and land in Minsk.  

 

Execute The flight crew declared an emergency MAYDAY; informed ATC of their intention to 

divert to Minsk; requested descent to 10,000 feet and clearances to proceed and land at 

Minsk Airport. 

  

  

3.3.3.8. Once the threat level was established, the flight crew followed actions applicable to a code 

red situation as enumerated in the procedures, including a rapid descent to Flight level (FL) 100 where the 

aircraft could be depressurized to minimize the possible impact of an explosion. 

 

3.3.3.9. The RYR and RYS operational control centres work very closely. When they finally 

received more information on the email that triggered the diversion, after the aircraft had landed, the RYR 

OCC conducted a post-mortem security threat risk assessment and determined that the threat colour code 

would not have been red.  

 

3.3.4. CVR procedures 

 

3.3.4.1. The aircraft used in the RYR 1TZ operation on the event day, registration SP-RSM, was 

fitted with a Honeywell HFR5-V cockpit voice recorder (CVR). The CVR can capture audio input signals 

from one wide-band area channel and three narrow-band voice channels. The wide-band channel is used to 

capture the flight deck acoustic environment. The three narrow-band channels are used to capture audio 

from the headsets and microphones used in each flight deck position (i.e., Captain, co-pilot, and observer 

seat). Each narrow-band channel records at least the last two hours and the wide-band channel records at 

least the last three hours before overwriting previous recordings. This CVR meets or exceeds the Annex 6 

Part I requirements. 

 

3.3.4.2. The procedures in the RYS Operations Manual establish that no flight can be dispatched 

with a pulled CVR circuit breaker or operate unless equipped with a recorder which, with reference to a 

time scale, records: 

• Voice communications transmitted from or received on the flight deck by radio;  

• The aural environment of the flight deck, including without interruption, the audio signals 

received from each boom and mask microphone in use;  

• Voice communications of Flight Crew members on the flight deck using the aeroplane’s 

interphone system; 
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• Voice or audio signals identifying navigation or approach aids introduced into a headset 

or speaker; and  

• Voice communications of Flight Crew members on the flight deck using the public 

address system.  

 

3.3.4.3. The RYS Operations Manual also establishes that it is mandatory to preserve CVR data 

after an incident/accident and it is the responsibility of the aircraft PIC to ensure that the CVR circuit breaker 

is pulled at the earliest opportunity on the ground following the occurrence of any of the listed serious 

incidents, which includes “Any flight where a MAYDAY is declared.” CVR data is preserved by removing 

power to the CVR (i.e., pulling the circuit breaker). This avoids overwriting recorded data with new data. 

Exceptions to that procedure can only be made following consultation with the NPFO or his nominated 

management pilot(s), or the safety and compliance manager.  

 

3.3.4.4. The RYS operations manual mandates the CVR to be functional for an aircraft to be 

dispatched, and that once a circuit breaker is pulled it can only be reset by maintenance personnel licenced 

or approved by the State of Registry (i.e., Poland), with an appropriate technical log entry and subsequent 

engineering release.  

 

3.3.4.5. On the day of the event, after engine shut down at parking stand 1, the flight crew discussed 

whether they should pull the CVR circuit breaker. The flight crew consulted with the NPFO. After 

consulting with several internal departments in RYS and RYR the NPFO took the decision that the CVR 

circuit breaker should not be pulled and instructed the Captain accordingly. The instruction was complied 

with by the flight crew. According to Ryanair, the main reasons why the NPFO took the decision not to 

pull the CVR circuit breaker was that the aircraft had no malfunction, the operation was conducted using 

normal flight procedures and the RYR and RYS OCCs had not yet received a copy of the bomb threat 

email, despite many requests to the authorities of Belarus. Keeping the CVR energized also avoided 

dispatch complications for departure since there was no maintenance personnel that could perform and log 

the work to re-energize the CVR. The OCC had also determined that it would be desirable for the aircraft 

to continue to Vilnius (EYVI) as soon as possible. 

 

3.3.4.6. As a result of not pulling the CVR circuit breaker, the recordings of channels 1, 2 and 3 

(the flight deck positions) only contained data from when the aircraft was on short final to Minsk Airport. 

The recordings on the ambient wide-band area channel included the timeframe of the event. However, most 

of the internal flight crew communications in that channel were not audible because the flight crew used 

the headsets and microphones for all communications, which is in line with normal procedures. When a 

headset and microphone is used, the individuals using them need not speak very loud, making it difficult 

for the ambient microphone to pick up such conversations. 

 

3.4. Recommendation by the air traffic controller for RYR 1TZ to land at Minsk Airport 

 

3.4.1. According to information provided by the Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor, he made the 

determination that the bomb threat was deemed credible on his own, after consultation with senior 

controllers on duty, and that the assessment was based on guidance available in the Aviation Security 

Manual (Doc 8973 – Restricted). In their written statements, both the Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor and the 

area surveillance controller indicated that the reasons for recommending to the flight to land at Minsk was 

based on the flight path of the aircraft and that Minsk Airport was the nearest suitable aerodrome in the 
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event that an emergency landing was necessary. The Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor also considered the time 

required for the flight crew to make a decision. 

 

3.4.2. In its official report (preliminary) of 22 June 2021, the Belarus Interdepartmental 

Commission for the Investigation of the circumstances of an act of unlawful interference in the activities 

of civil aviation noted that the grounds for the recommendation conveyed to the flight crew to land at Minsk 

Airport were determined by the requirements of paragraph 121 of the Instructions for the Use of the 

Airspace of the Minsk Flight Information Region, ratified by decision No. 21 of 13 November 2017 of the 

Ministry of Defence of the Republic of Belarus, which states that "For aircraft performing international 

flights, Minsk National Airport and Gomel aerodrome shall serve as permanently operating alternate 

aerodromes." 

 

3.4.3. The objectives of air traffic services, as stipulated in Annex 11, 2.2, include the provision 

of advice and information useful for the safe and efficient conduct of flights. The determination of the 

portions of airspace where this flight information service is to be provided is through the designation of 

FIRs, of which Minsk FIR (UMMV) is one. Because air traffic controllers face a wide variety and an almost 

unlimited set of circumstances surrounding communications with aircraft, particularly in emergency 

situations, the establishment of exact detailed procedures in all cases is precluded. This is borne out in 

PANS-ATM, Chapter 15, in relation to emergencies, communication failure and other contingencies, where 

the procedures are intended as a general guide to air traffic services personnel. Air traffic control units shall 

maintain full and complete coordination, and personnel shall use their best judgement in handling 

emergency situations (15.1.1.1). 

 

3.4.4. Procedures and guidance material in ICAO documentation on providing advice to flight 

crew are, to the largest extent, limited to a) traffic avoidance advice, sometimes on pilot request, and 

normally as a result of surveillance information available to the controller and flight path monitoring; b) 

advice on how to best circumvent adverse weather, again normally as a result of available surveillance data; 

and c) the provision of air traffic advisory service to aircraft operating within Class F airspace. All three 

circumstances are irrelevant to the events that took place on 23 May. It is also notable that, in terms of the 

controller taking appropriate and relevant action when an emergency is declared, unlawful interference is 

suspected or a bomb threat has been received, PANS-ATM does not make specific reference to the need to 

provide advice (15.1.1.2 and 15.1.3). Similarly, neither do the regulations of Belarus. In this context, as 

well as the circumstances surrounding the bomb threat and the aircraft's geographical location, the provision 

of information about all aerodromes potentially suitable for diversion, including associated facilities and 

services would have been ideal, rather than recommending a single option. 

 

3.4.5. A lack of clarity also exists concerning the sequence of events related to the actual timing 

of the assessment on the credibility of the bomb threat within the Minsk ACC vis-à-vis the flight crew being 

advised of same. One might assume that the assessment was made by the Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor 

prior to the recommendation being made by the area controller for RYR 1TZ to land at Minsk Airport 

(between 0928 UTC, when Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor was notified of the bomb threat, and 09:31:42 

UTC, when the controller recommended Minsk Airport for a diversion). The flight crew, however, only 

understood that the threat had been deemed credible, in a formal sense, 13 minutes later at 09:45:09 when 

the controller responded to the aircraft’s inquiry with “they say code is red”. 
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3.5. Notification to ATS units and RCCs that an aircraft is the subject of unlawful interference 

 

3.5.1. When an aircraft known or believed to be the subject of unlawful interference, it is 

considered to be within the Alert phase, or ALERFA, as defined in Annex 11, Chapter 5. ATS units shall 

notify RCCs (5.1.1) and other ATS units that may be concerned (PANS-ATM, Appendix 3, Section 1), 

with such information as is available. This includes, inter alia, the emergency phase, nature of the 

emergency, significant information from the flight plan, any action taken by reporting office, and other 

pertinent remarks. The mechanism for meeting these obligations is contained in the PANS-ATM whereby 

an alert (ALR) message with this information shall be transmitted to any ATS unit that may be concerned 

with the flight and to the associated RCCs. Similarly, Annex 17, 5.2.2, requires that each Contracting State 

responsible for providing air traffic services for an aircraft, which is the subject of an act of unlawful 

interference, shall collect all pertinent information on the flight of that aircraft and transmit that information 

to all other States responsible for the air traffic services units concerned, including those at the airport of 

known or presumed destination, so that timely and appropriate safeguarding action may be taken en-route 

and at the aircraft’s known, likely or possible destination. 

 

3.5.2. While the Belarus regulations largely mirror the ICAO provisions, the following variations 

between the ICAO provisions and the Belarus regulations were identified: 

 

a) the Belarus Air Traffic Management (ATM) Aviation Regulations, (paragraph 7.6.9), 

specify that the ALR message is to be sent within five minutes of the emergency phase 

being determined, while the ICAO provisions do not specify a time limit; and 

 

b) the Belarus Search and Emergency Rescue Aviation Regulations (paragraph 2.3.16), 

specify a different set of information that is to be forwarded from the official who 

takes the decision to declare an emergency phase to the associated RCC compared 

with the details contained in Annex 11, 5.2.2. Noteworthy amongst these is the absence 

of specific reference to significant flight plan information in the Belarus regulations.  

 

3.5.3. The Alert phase (ALERFA) was not declared by the Minsk ACC until 09:47 UTC, when 

the pilot declared MAYDAY and informed the controller that they had decided to proceed to Minsk Airport. 

Under both Belarus regulations and ICAO provisions the aircraft should have been considered to have 

entered the ALERFA when the flight was known to be the subject of unlawful interference. By definition, 

this occurred on receipt of the bomb threat information in the Minsk ACC at 09:28 UTC. Another 

opportunity to declare the ALERFA was at 09:31 UTC when the Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor, in 

consultation with other senior controllers on duty, had determined that the bomb threat was credible and 

the controller recommended to the flight crew that the aircraft divert to Minsk Airport. 

 

3.5.4. Irrespective of when the ALERFA was declared by the Minsk ACC, an ALR message was 

never sent. Instead, at 09:55 UTC, after receiving details from the Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor, the Belarus 

RCC commenced notification of the ALERFA via a national automated telephone notification plan, 

whereby details were provided to fifteen different State entities in Belarus. These included the Duty Officers 

of the Command Centre – Air Force and Air Defence, National Centre of Control and Response on 

Emergency Situations – Ministry of Extraordinary Situations, National Centre of Operational Medical 

Response, Ministry of Internal Affairs, State Border Committee, State Customs Committee, the State 

Security Committee (KGB), the Centre of Coordination and Flight Support, the Information Centre of the 

Ministry of Transport and Communication, and various senior supervisory and Director-level air traffic 

management, security, safety and search and rescue (SAR) personnel. The Belarus RCC sent another 
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notification by the same means to a larger set of subscribers when the emergency entered the distress phase 

following the declaration of MAYDAY and selection of the transponder code 7700 by the flight crew. 

 

3.5.5. While this telephone notification plan broadly supported the need to notify the State entities 

and officials concerned within Belarus, once the Alert and Distress phases were declared, the plan did not 

provide for notification to RCCs or to ATS units outside Belarus that could have been concerned. Nor did 

it provide for informing the operator of the aircraft about the threat.  

 

3.5.6. The Vilnius ACC Duty Supervisor was informed by the Minsk ACC Duty Supervisor about 

the bomb threat at 09:39:24 UTC in an incidental reference as part of a telephone call to obtain the frequency 

for Ryanair. Subsequently, at 09:44, in a deliberate notification, the Vilnius Duty Supervisor was provided 

with more detailed information concerning what was transpiring - 16 minutes after the Minsk ACC became 

aware of the bomb threat and, potentially, only 4 minutes prior to RYR 1TZ crossing the Minsk/Vilnius 

FIR boundary, should the flight crew have chosen to continue into Lithuanian airspace. The Vilnius RCC 

was subsequently advised by the Vilnius ACC on receipt of the information from the Minsk ACC.  

 

3.5.7. It was indicated during interviews that as the Alert phase was declared only when the flight 

crew had taken the decision to divert to Minsk Airport, a telephone call from the Minsk ACC Duty 

Supervisor to the Vilnius ACC Duty Supervisor conveying the diversion information was deemed sufficient 

notification by Minsk ACC. 

 

3.5.8. Singularly, or in combination, the non-inclusion of significant information from the flight 

plan in the notification of the Belarus RCC by Minsk ACC, and the decision to not dispatch an ALR 

message resulted in an early opportunity being lost, in identifying contact details for Ryanair Operations. 

Field 18 (Remarks) of the RYR 1TZ flight plan contained the relevant phone number (Appendix A refers). 

Meeting the obligations of Annex 11, 5.2.2 and PANS-ATM, Appendix 3, Section 1, therefore, would 

conceivably have identified a means to communicate with the Operator for the purposes of exchanging 

necessary information.  

 

3.6. Notification to the Operator that an aircraft is the subject of unlawful interference 

 

3.6.1. When an occurrence of unlawful interference with an aircraft takes place or is suspected, 

ATS units shall, in accordance with locally agreed procedures, immediately inform the appropriate 

authority designated by the State and exchange necessary information with the operator or its designated 

representative (Annex 11, 2.24.3). In this context, and in accordance with Annex 12, 4.1.1, each RCC shall 

have readily available at all times, up-to-date information concerning addresses and telephone numbers of 

all operators, or their designated representatives, engaged in operations in its search and rescue region. 

 

3.6.2. Belarus ATM Aviation Regulations require that the operator or the operator’s authorized 

representative, be informed by the air traffic control authority upon receiving information from other 

sources about the threat of an explosive device being placed on board an aircraft. 

 

3.6.3. No evidence was provided by the Minsk ACC or Belarus RCC of any attempt to contact 

the Operator. The flight plan contained a telephone number for direct contact with the RYR OCC, albeit its 

inclusion was not based on any ICAO provision. However, there is evidence in telephone recordings and 

transcripts that the RYR OCC tried, on multiple occasions, to get information on the diverted aircraft to no 

avail until hours after the aircraft landed at Minsk Airport. 
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3.6.4. Amongst alternatives available to facilitate communications between ATS units and 

operators, is the ICAO OPS control directory (www4.icao.int/opsctrl) established for the purpose of aircraft 

tracking (Doc 8168, Procedures for Air Navigation Services — Aircraft Operations, Volume III – Aircraft 

Operating Procedures Chapter 1). 

 

3.7. Belarus Contingency procedures related to bomb threats in flight 

 

3.7.1. Chapter 22 of the National Civil Aviation Security Programme (NCASP) of Belarus 

approved by the Government of Belarus on 10.10.07, last amended on 13.11.19 establishes the 

responsibilities of entities involved in countering acts of unlawful interference in the activities of civil 

aviation. It highlights the need for a plan of action to be developed by airport and aircraft operators to 

respond to incidents of various types, taking into account specific local circumstances and the availability 

and preparedness of personnel and equipment. The plan of action shall set out measures to protect and 

render necessary assistance to passengers and crew members and to ensure the integrity of the aircraft, 

baggage, cargo and postal items, and also to put into effect other measures provided for in special operation 

plans drawn up by the State security authorities to suppress acts of unlawful interference in the activities of 

civil aviation.  

 

3.7.2. The NCASP also establishes that the National-level Operations and Situation Centre is the 

command centre in charge of measures to suppress acts of unlawful interference and minimize possible 

negative consequences.  

 

3.7.3. The NCASP establishes the national policies applicable whenever there is a threat of an 

explosion in an aircraft on the ground, and requires the aircraft operator, in conjunction with airport 

management and in agreement with law enforcement authorities, to organize and carry out: 

 

• disembarkation of all passengers and crew members from the aircraft, together with their cabin 

baggage, and subjecting these to a second inspection; 

• offloading of baggage, cargo and postal items transported in the cargo hold, together with catering 

supplies and stores carried on board, and subjecting these to a second inspection; 

• towing of the aircraft to a special isolated parking place; 

• inspection of the aircraft by specially trained law enforcement personnel working in cooperation 

with the aircraft operator's engineering staff to search for and identify explosive devices; and 

• any other necessary actions consistent with the response plans for incidents (situations) of different 

types. 

 

3.7.4. In the event that an act of unlawful interference affects the interests of another State, the 

NCASP requires a representative of that State to be permitted in the prescribed manner by a designated 

authority of the Republic of Belarus to participate in the investigation of that act. The findings of the 

investigation shall be made available to that State in the prescribed manner. 

 

3.7.5. The Minsk Airport Security Programme contains procedures related to an aircraft subjected 

to a bomb threat, such as: 

 

• unloading of all passengers and crew members together with their cabin baggage from the aircraft 

and subjecting these to a second inspection; 

• unloading of check-in baggage, cargo, mail, on-board food and supplies carried in the cargo 

compartment and subjecting these to a second inspection; 

• towing the aircraft to a special isolated parking position;  
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• inspection of the aircraft by specially trained law enforcement officers in cooperation with the 

engineering and technical staff of the aircraft operator for the purpose of search and detection of 

explosive devices; 

• other necessary actions in accordance with the action plans for response to various types of 

accidents (situations).” 

 

3.7.6. The Minsk Airport Contingency Plan (ACP) provides for actions to be taken when checking 

a threat that an explosive device has been placed on board an aircraft. These actions include: 

 

• disembarkation from the aircraft of all passengers and crew members together with their cabin 

baggage and subjecting these to a second inspection; 

• off-loading of hold baggage, cargo, mail, on-board catering supplies and equipment carried in the 

cargo compartment and subjecting these to a second inspection; 

• towing of the aircraft to a special isolated parking place; 

• inspection of the aircraft by specially trained law enforcement officers in cooperation with the 

engineering and technical personnel of the aircraft operator for the purpose of the discovery and 

detection of explosive devices. 

 

3.7.7. The Minsk ACP further requires the Deputy Director General for Aviation Security and 

Discipline (the aviation security service shift supervisor) to organize shift personnel of the aviation security 

service to conduct the second inspection of: 

 

• passengers, their cabin baggage and members of the aircraft crew of: 

o international flights, at the inspection point for transit and transfer passengers; 

o flights to the Russian Federation, at inspection point “P”; 

• checked baggage and postal items at the baggage inspection point; and 

• cargo at the transport and logistics centre inspection point. 

 

3.7.8. After the inspection, passengers shall be escorted by screeners from the inspection unit of 

the aviation security service to the appropriate assembly point in the departure lounge until the inspection 

of the baggage, cargo, and on-board catering supplies and equipment carried in the cargo compartment and 

a special inspection of the aircraft have been concluded. In addition, the Deputy Director General for 

Aviation Security and Discipline (or the aviation security service shift supervisor) shall tighten the 

checkpoint controls at personnel screening points for access to the sterile area of the airport and, together 

with the head of the paramilitary security detachment, shall determine the procedure for the guarding of 

screened baggage, cargo and postal items. 

 

3.8. Security measures applied to flight FR4978 on the ground 

 

3.8.1. The National Civil Aviation Security Programme (NCASP) of Belarus requires the State 

bodies and aviation organizations to participate in measures to suppress acts of unlawful interference in the 

activities of civil aviation within the limits of their competence. When carrying out a special operation to 

suppress an act of unlawful interference in the activities of civil aviation, the Republican operational-

situational headquarters directly supervises measures to suppress it and minimize possible negative 

consequences. The FFIT was advised that the National Security Committee (NSC) decides whether to 

conduct an antiterrorist operation or not. In the case of Ryanair flight FR4978, the NSC did not activate an 

anti-terrorist operation. The Minsk Airport Shift Supervisor, was in charge of the operational control of the 

management of response to Act of Unlawful Interference (AUI). Communication on the ground with the 

Ryanair crew was conducted by the Minsk Control Dispatcher after the aircraft was parked at Parking Stand 

No. 1 and during disembarkation. 
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3.8.2. The NCASP of Belarus and the Minsk Airport Security Programme (ASP) and ACP require 

the disembarkation of all passengers and crew members together with their cabin baggage from an aircraft 

under bomb threat and the conduct of screening. However, the PIC of Ryanair flight FR4978 remained on 

board the aircraft. The FFIT received contradictory information on this matter. According to the written 

and oral statements of the Ryanair crew, they were told by Minsk Airport ground personnel that one of 

them should stay on-board while the search of the aircraft was conducted. On the other hand, the Minsk 

Airport Control Dispatcher stated that the decision to leave one crew member on-board the aircraft was 

taken by the crew. The view of the cabin crew was that, if the aircraft was under bomb threat, all crew 

members should disembark. The response from the Minsk Airport ground personnel was that they had 

airport procedures and the crew had to do what the airport authorities said. The Ryanair PIC stayed on board 

the aircraft, and the rest of the crew disembarked the aircraft, taking their personal belongings with them, 

shortly after the disembarkation of the passengers had been completed.  

 

3.8.3. The disembarkation of passengers from the aircraft, which was under bomb threat, took 

more than half an hour. This was due to the fact that the passengers were requested to disembark in groups 

of five for their cabin baggage to be screened by EDD. The Minsk Airport Shift Supervisor gave instructions 

to the Head of the Minsk Airport Aviation Security Services to start screening of passengers’ cabin baggage 

using EDD on the ramp. It was agreed with the Aviation Security Services that the passengers and their 

belongings should disembark in groups of five, as the EDD cannot efficiently screen all passengers at the 

same time. The EDD unit from the MIA screened cabin baggage of passengers disembarking by the rear 

door of the aircraft, while the Airport EDD unit conducted the screening of passengers’ cabin baggage at 

the front door of the aircraft. 

 

3.8.4. The Ryanair cabin crew confirmed that the Minsk Airport Control Dispatcher boarded the 

aircraft through the front door and informed the Ryanair cabin crew that the passengers should disembark 

the aircraft in groups of five and stand at the bottom of the stairs, where they would be screened together 

with their belongings. As mentioned earlier, the cabin crew queried that if there was a suspected security 

threat, all passengers and the crew should disembark as quickly as possible. The Minsk Airport Control 

Dispatcher explained that airport procedures take precedence, and passengers will only be permitted to 

disembark in groups of five. Notwithstanding the above, the Minsk Airport Control Dispatcher stated that 

the instruction to disembark in groups of five came from the crew.  

 

3.8.5. The total time from the moment the aircraft came to a stop until the passengers were taken 

to the Airport Passenger Terminal was 57 minutes. At 10:24 UTC (13:24 local), the aircraft arrived at 

parking stand No 1, and parking brakes were set. At 10:38 UTC (13:38 local), the passengers started 

disembarking from the aircraft. Passengers left the aircraft in groups of 5 or 6 people and their cabin 

baggage was screened with EDD on the ramp of parking stand No 1. Following the screening of their 

belongings, they boarded buses and were taken to the Minsk Airport Passenger Terminal at 11:21 UTC 

(14:21 local). 

 

3.8.6. The representative of the MIA Search Team informed the FFIT that a full aircraft search 

covering the interior of the aircraft, cargo compartments, and landing gear wheel wells – had been 

performed. According to the report of the MIA, three technicians and one EDD conducted the search of the 

cabin of the aircraft, using visual checks, EDD and mirrors. The search of the cabin lasted 18 minutes from 

12:04 to 12:22. 

 

3.8.7. The representative of the MIA Search Team indicated that the technicians had received 

specific training in aircraft searches but did not remember the aircraft type used for recurrent training. He 

further explained that the team conducted a visual search of the aircraft exterior checking open 

compartments but not closed ones. The representative of the MIA Search Team also indicated that they 
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have specific search instructions, but no checklists for aircraft cabin searches. The PIC indicated that he 

was not requested to participate in the search of the aircraft but was able to observe the work performed by 

the search team from the front of the cabin. The PIC stated that the search team was not thorough and 

omitted areas that would be covered under normal procedures. 

 

3.8.8. According to their statements, the cabin crew performed a sterile search of the cabin twice, 

the first time after the disembarkation of the last passenger and the second time when the crew came back 

on-board and prepared for flight to Vilnius. 

 

3.8.9. The Aviation Security Manual (Doc 8973 – Restricted), recommends the following best 

practices for security measures applied on the ground to aircraft under bomb threat: 

 

“17.14.4 Threats on the ground 

 

If a threat is associated with an aircraft that is still on the ground, aircraft operators, in consultation with 

airport authorities and other law enforcement entities responsible, should, if the warning has been assessed 

as credible: 

 

a) disembark all passengers and crew normally with all their cabin baggage by steps or jetties, escape 

slides should only be used in extreme emergencies; 

b)  move the aircraft to a remote location such as the isolated aircraft parking position; 

c)  isolate and re-screen all passengers and their cabin baggage and hold them in a separate area 

until the crew members, hold baggage and cargo, and in-flight supplies have been inspected and/or 

screened, searched and declared safe; 

d) unload all hold baggage and require passengers to identify their baggage, which should then be 

screened or searched before it is reloaded; 

e)  unload all cargo, which should then be screened or searched before it is reloaded; 

f)  check the integrity of in-flight supplies; and 

g)  search the aircraft. Such a search should be conducted only by designated and appropriately 

trained staff from law enforcement authorities.” 

 

Attachment C to Appendix 38. Response to Threats against Aircraft 

12. If an aircraft lands following receipt of a bomb threat that has been assessed as AMBER or RED, 

provision should be made to disembark passengers and crew with a minimum of delay, with their cabin 

baggage when circumstances permit. The necessary emergency services should be provided to preserve life 

and prevent injury, and the aircraft should be parked where it will not hazard people or premises in the 

event of an explosion. The actions for a bomb threat against an aircraft on the ground should then be 

implemented. 

 

3.8.10. Based on the information availed to the FFIT, the following variances were identified: 

 

a) procedures were not implemented by Minsk Airport ground staff to: 

 

i) ensure the disembarkation of passengers as soon as possible;  

ii) require passengers to positively identify their hold baggage; 

iii) implement screening of passengers' cabin baggage in a place, where the aircraft under bomb 

threat will not pose a hazard to people in the event of an explosion. 

 

b) in relation to the aircraft cabin search: 

i) a checklist for the search of an aircraft under bomb threat was not available; and 
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ii) recurrent training of the MIA search team on aircraft searches was not documented, and in 

particular, not for the aircraft type in question. The date of the last training on an aircraft 

could not be specified. 

 

3.8.11. According to Annex 11, Distress phase is a situation wherein there is reasonable certainty 

that an aircraft and its occupants are threatened by grave and imminent danger or require immediate 

assistance. Effectively, when there is reasonable certainty that the aircraft and its occupants are not 

threatened by grave and imminent danger and do not require immediate assistance, the distress phase can 

be cancelled. In the particular case of FR4978, it is estimated that the disembarkation of the passengers was 

completed at about 11:14. However, the "Distress” signal was cancelled, and emergency and rescue services 

stood down, at 10:47, when the screening of passengers’ cabin baggage on the ramp was still in progress, 

the aircraft baggage hold was yet to be opened and the security search of the aircraft had not started. 

 

3.8.12. The FFIT was informed that the Distress phase was cancelled in accordance with the 

Belarus Search and Rescue Support of Flights in Civil Aviation Regulations, paragraphs 4.2.7.3 and 

4.2.11.3. The aircraft had made a safe landing, had reached its parking stand, an initial inspection had been 

carried out, and no damage to the aircraft had been found and no threats to the life and health of the 

passengers and crew were identified. Further actions related to the inspection of aircraft and passengers, 

their baggage and carry-on luggage continued until 13:20 UTC, at which point the RCC was advised. 

 

3.9. The involvement of Belarus military aircraft 

 

3.9.1. At 10:04 UTC, a MIG-29 fighter aircraft took off from Baranovichi Air Base, 130km 

southwest of the position of RYR 1TZ (Appendix G refers). RYR 1TZ was at 6000 feet in the arrival phase 

about to commence vectors for approach to Runway 31 Right at Minsk Airport. The MIG-29 was cleared 

by a military controller to the operational area Minsk Machulishchi (UMLI) near Minsk. Mission tasks 

were to:  

a) monitor communication activity;  

b) provide communications back-up between RYR 1TZ and air traffic control, if necessary; and 

c) prevent any act of terrorism over Minsk.  

 

3.9.2. At 10:15 UTC, when RYR 1TZ was landing, the MIG-29 was recorded 55km southwest of 

RYR 1TZ. From the evidence provided by Belarus, no escort or intercept occurred between the MIG-29 

and RYR 1TZ and no communications by the MIG-29 was recorded on the radio channels used by RYR 

1TZ. According to information provided by the flight crew and cabin crew there was no communication, 

interaction, visual sighting or other knowledge of military aircraft involvement with the flight.  

 

3.9.3. During the period from 09:30 to 10:15 UTC when RYR 1TZ was operating in the Minsk 

FIR, a Belarus military Mil Mi-24 helicopter was operating in an area of Belarus territory close to the north 

western border at altitudes up to 1200 metres. The helicopter played no role in the circumstances associated 

with RYR 1TZ.  

 

3.9.4. One passenger aboard the Ryanair flight filmed what appeared to be a jet fighter in a turn 

manoeuvre at some distance, in the 2 o’clock quadrant. The video was determined to have been created at 

18:04 UTC, 16 minutes after the departure of RYR 497 from Minsk to Vilnius, and interviews confirmed 

that a Lithuanian fighter aircraft was tasked to escort the aircraft from the border to final destination. 

 

3.9.5. No escort nor intercept by military aircraft occurred with respect to RYR 1TZ within the 

airspace of Belarus. 
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3.10. Meteorological conditions 

 

3.10.1. Meteorological conditions did not play a role in the diversion of RYR 1TZ to Minsk 

Airport. However, the presence of thunderstorms and cumulonimbus clouds explain the indirect route flown 

by RYR 1TZ to Minsk Airport and the provision of weather avoidance radar vectors following the initiation 

of the diversion. 

 

3.10.2. The specific terminal area forecast (TAF), METAR, and SIGMET conditions are as 

follows: 

 

TAF UMMS 231113Z 2312/2412 25007G12MPS 9999 BKN010 

TEMPO 2312/2320 27012G17MPS 0800 +TSRAGR BKN005 BKN020CB 

TEMPO 2320/2406 27006MPS 1200 BCFG BR BKN005 

TEMPO 2406/2412 30007G12MPS 2100 -SHRA BKN005 BKN020CB= 

 

Plain language translation:  

TAF (Aerodrome Forecast) for UMMS (Minsk National Airport) issued on the 23rd of the month at 1113 

UTC valid from 1200UTC on the 23rd of the month to 1200 UTC on the 24th of the month; surface wind 

direction 250 degrees; wind speed 7 metres per second gusting to 12 metres per second; visibility 10 kilo-

metres or more; broken cloud at 1000 feet;  

Temporarily between 1200 UTC and 2000 UTC on the 23rd of the month; surface wind direction 270 

degrees, wind speed 12 metres per second gusting to 17 metres per second; visibility 800 metres in a heavy 

thunderstorm with rain and hail, broken clouds at 500 feet and broken cumulonimbus cloud at 2000 feet;  

Temporarily between 2000UTC of the 23rd of the month and 0600UTC of the 24th of the month; surface 

wind direction 270 degrees; wind speed 6 metres per second; visibility 1200 metres in patchy-fog and mist 

and broken cloud at 500 feet; 

Temporarily between 0600 UTC and 1200 UTC of the 24th of the month; surface wind direction 300 

degrees, wind speed 7 metres per second gusting to 12 metres per second; visibility 2100 metres in light 

shower rain and broken cloud at 500 feet and broken cumulonimbus clouds at 2000 feet. 

 

METAR UMMS 230930Z 26007G10MPS 230V290 9999 BKN034 15/08 Q1009 R31R/CLRD// 

R31L///////  TEMPO 25011G16MPS= 

Plain language translation: 

METAR (aerodrome routine meteorological report) for UMMS (Minsk National Airport) issued on the 23rd 

of the month at 0930 UTC; surface wind direction 260 degrees; wind speed 7 metres per second gusting to 

10 metres per second; significant directional variations between 230 and 290 degrees; prevailing visibility 

10 kilometres or more; broken cloud at 3400 feet; air temperature 15 degrees Celsius and dew-point 

temperature 08 degrees Celsius; QNH 1009 hectopascals; contaminations on the runway 31 Right has 

ceased to exist; state of runway information for the runway 31 Left is not reported; Trend during next 2 

hours, temporarily surface wind direction 250 degrees; wind speed 11 metres per second gusting to 16 

metres per second. 

  

UMMV SIGMET 1 VALID 230933/231200 UMMS-UMMV MINSK FIR EMBD TS FCST INTIRE FIR 

TOP FL270 MOV NE 30KMH INTSF=  

Plain language translation: 

The first SIGMET issued for the MINSK FIR (identified by UMMV (Minsk) area control centre) by UMMS 

(Minsk) meteorological watch office since 0001 UTC of the day; the message is valid from 0933UTC to 

1200UTC on the 23rd of the month; embedded thunderstorm is forecast to expand across entire* FIR and 
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the top of cloud is FL270; the thunderstorm is expected to move northeastward at the speed of 30 kilometres 

per hour and to strengthen in intensity;   

*"INTIRE" in the SIGMET message is considered as a typo for "ENTIRE", according to Annex 3 Table A6-

1 A. Template for SIGMET and AIRMET messages. 
 

3.11. The identification of the five passengers who remained in Minsk 

 

3.11.1. Ryanair flight FR4978 departed Athens with 126 passengers while 121 passengers 

reboarded the flight from Minsk to Vilnius. After being advised of the number of passengers re-boarding, 

the crew performed a headcount once boarding for the flight from Minsk to Vilnius was completed which 

established the number of passengers on this segment as 121 (113 adults, 4 children and 4 infants). The 

Belarus authorities confirmed to the FFIT that five passengers remained in Belarus. According to interviews 

with the crew and Ryanair management, it is not unusual for a passenger to be allowed to stay at a location 

to which the flight has been diverted, as was the case for the flight FR4978. The only condition is that they 

are in possession of adequate documents to allow them to stay in the territory concerned. An Immigration 

Officer on duty at Minsk Airport on 23 May 2021 stated that anyone wishing to remain in Belarus with a 

legal right to enter the country was permitted to do so. 

 

3.11.2. According to interviews with the crew and information gathered by the Lithuanian 

authorities from interviewing the passengers that disembarked in Vilnius, one Belarussian passenger who 

expressed the wish to stay in Minsk was denied entry into Belarus and continued the trip to Vilnius. The 

team was unable to gather any information on the reasons why the passenger's request to stay in Minsk was 

denied or if the request was actually made as Belarusian authorities indicated that all passengers who asked 

to remain in Belarus were allowed to enter the country.  

 

3.11.3. According to the Head the Immigration Services of the Minsk Airport, Immigration 

Services were notified approximately between 19:30 and 20:20 (local time) that five passengers wished to 

remain in Minsk. This included three passengers of Belarusian nationality, one passenger of Greek 

nationality, and one passenger of Russian nationality. Each of the five passengers was processed 

individually and promptly after they had each expressed the desire to enter the country. They were each 

escorted to Immigration Officers present and observing in the waiting area of the terminal before being 

brought downstairs to the immigration desk for processing and all five passengers crossed the border 

unescorted, on their own initiative. The Belarus authorities communicated to the FFIT that it was not 

possible to provide audio and video recordings of the immigration service showing the processing of the 

five passengers from flight FR4978 admitted into Belarus, since the video archive was stored for 30 days. 

However, extracts were provided from the State Border Committee's database regarding the immigration 

clearance performed for those five passengers, which shows that these passengers were registered in the 

database on 23 May 2021 at 19:43, 19:47, 20:27, 20:29 and 20:51 local time. 

 

3.11.4. The FFIT interviewed representatives of the MIA-Safety and Security Air Transport of 

Minsk Airport about the reported arrest of some passengers on the flight. According to the duty officer of 

MIA-Safety and Security Air Transport of Minsk Airport, while he was on duty at the airport on 23 May 

2021, he was informed of the imminent arrival of an aircraft subjected to a bomb threat. He proceeded 

together with his staff to parking stand No. 1, to secure the area and the aircraft, in line with the 

responsibilities of his unit in case of an act of unlawful interference. The MIA-Safety and Security Air 

Transport personnel witnessed the disembarkation of all passengers and the screening of their cabin 

baggage from a distance and accompanied them on two buses to the terminal where they were screened in 

the transit area.  The duty officer of MIA-Safety and Security Air Transport of Minsk Airport informed the 

FFIT that he received a telephone call from the duty officer at the Central Duty Station who informed him 

that one of the passengers was a wanted person. The duty officer of MIA-Safety and Security Air Transport 

of Minsk Airport received a photograph of this wanted person via a messaging application on his telephone 
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from the duty officer at the Central Duty Station. He was able to identify the passenger in question who 

was dressed in the same clothes as in the photograph. He introduced himself to the passenger, asked for his 

passport and, after confirming his identity as Mr. Raman Pratasevich, invited the passenger to follow him 

to the Central Duty Station where he left him. 

 

3.11.5. According to Belarus authorities, MIA employees received information about the presence 

of Mr. Pratasevich (wanted for offences under the Belarus Criminal Code) and his partner, Ms. S. Sapega 

on board Ryanair flight FR4978 after their mobile devices logged into the public communications network 

of Belarus at 10:07 and 10:11 hours UTC (13:07 and 13:11 hours local time) respectively. Subsequently, 

information about the flight was circulating on the internet and social media. After landing, the MIA officers 

detained Mr. Pratasevich after confirming his identity. 

 

3.11.6. During the site visit to Minsk Airport, the FFIT identified cameras from which video 

footage would have helped corroborate the sequence of events regarding the processing of passengers from 

the point of disembarkation. However, the team was not given the additional video footage it requested, 

including footage from: a camera located adjacent to aircraft parking stand 1 at Minsk National Airport 

where the Ryanair aircraft was positioned; the passengers’ entry into the terminal building; their screening; 

the holding area in the terminal building where the passengers waited prior to re-boarding; and the 

interaction between passengers that remained in Belarus and the authorities at the airport and their 

processing to enter Belarus. The team was informed that these recordings were no longer available due to 

the length of time that had elapsed since the event. However, very small extracts of the additional video 

footage requested by the team had been used in a documentary type video that was shared by the authorities 

with the team. 

 

3.11.7. While five passengers did not re-board the Ryanair aircraft at Minsk Airport, there is no 

documented evidence that a reconciliation was performed at Minsk Airport to ensure that only hold baggage 

of passengers continuing their flight to Vilnius was loaded. Nevertheless, the representative of Litcargus, 

in Vilnius, confirmed that they did not have unclaimed baggage following the arrival of the aircraft.  

 

4. Relevant international air law instruments 

 

4.1. States connected to the event 

 

4.1.1. The event occurred in relation to a flight originating in Athens, Greece and destined for 

Vilnius, Lithuania, which diverted to Minsk, Belarus in response to a potential act of unlawful interference. 

The affected aircraft is registered in Poland which is also where the AOC is issued for RYS. The flight crew 

are licenced by Ireland. Nationals from Belarus, Cyprus, France, Germany, Greece, Iraq, Latvia, Lithuania, 

Nigeria, Poland, Russia and Syria were passengers on board the aircraft. Other States overflown prior to 

diverting to Minsk were Bulgaria, Romania and Ukraine. Bomb threat emails were addressed to airport 

entities in Belarus, Bulgaria, Greece, Lithuania, Romania and Ukraine sent through a server located in 

Switzerland. The emails were sent through an account on a free email service provided by a firm based in 

Switzerland. The emails to Greece and Ukraine were not delivered. No explosives or explosive devices 

were found or detected on board the aircraft following pre-departure screening in Greece and searches in 

Belarus and Lithuania by the responsible authorities. 

 

4.1.2. Based on the facts established and the States identified to be connected to the event, the 

following international air law instruments are relevant to the event. 
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4.2. Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Civil Aviation, 1971 

 

4.2.1. All the States connected to the event are parties to the Convention for the Suppression of 

Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Civil Aviation, signed at Montréal on 23 September 1971 (Montréal 

Convention). The following provisions of the Montréal Convention are relevant to the facts established in 

relation to the event. 

 

Article 1 

1. Any person commits an offence if he unlawfully and intentionally: 

 

(c) places or causes to be placed on an aircraft in service, by any means whatsoever, a device 

or substance which is likely to destroy that aircraft, or to cause damage to it which renders it 

incapable of flight, or to cause damage to it which is likely to endanger its safety in flight; or 

... 

(e)  communicates information which he knows to be false, thereby endangering the safety of 

an aircraft in flight.  

 

2. Any person also commits an offence if he: 

 

(a) attempts to commit any of the offences mentioned in paragraph 1 of this Article; or 

(b) is an accomplice of a person who commits or attempts to commit any such offence. 

 

Article 3 

 

Each Contracting State undertakes to make the offences mentioned in Article 1 punishable by 

severe penalties. 

 

Article 5 

 

1. Each Contracting State shall take such measures as may be necessary to establish its jurisdiction 

over the offences in the following cases:  

 

(a) when the offence is committed in the territory of that State; 

(b) when the offence is committed against or on board an aircraft registered in that State; 

(c) when the aircraft on board which the offence is committed lands in its territory with the alleged 

offender still on board; 

(d) when the offence is committed against or on board an aircraft leased without crew to a lessee 

whose principal place of business or, if the lessee has no such place of business, whose permanent 

residence is in that State. 

 

3. This Convention does not exclude any criminal jurisdiction exercised in accordance with national 

law.  

 

Article 10 

 

1. Contracting States shall, in accordance with international and national law, endeavour to take all 

practicable measures for the purpose of preventing the offences mentioned in Article 1. 

 

2. When, due to the commission of one of the offences mentioned in Article 1, a flight has been 

delayed or interrupted, any Contracting State in whose territory the aircraft or passengers or crew 
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are present shall facilitate the continuation of the journey of the passengers and crew as soon as 

practicable, and shall without delay return the aircraft and its cargo to the persons lawfully entitled 

to possession. 

 

Article 11 

 

1. Contracting States shall afford one another the greatest measure of assistance in connection with 

criminal proceedings brought in respect of the offences. The law of the State requested shall apply 

in all cases. 

 

2. The provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article shall not affect obligations under any other treaty, 

bilateral or multilateral, which governs or will govern, in whole or in part, mutual assistance in 

criminal matters. 

 

Article 12 

 

Any Contracting State having reason to believe that one of the offences mentioned in Article 1 will 

be committed shall, in accordance with its national law, furnish any relevant information in its 

possession to those States which it believes would be the States mentioned in Article 5, paragraph 

1. 

 

Article 13 

 

Each Contracting State shall in accordance with its national law report to the Council of the 

International Civil Aviation Organization as promptly as possible any relevant information in its 

possession concerning: 

 

(a) the circumstances of the offence; 

(b) the action taken pursuant to Article 10, paragraph 2; 

(c) the measures taken in relation to the offender or the alleged offender and, in particular, the 

results of any extradition proceedings or other legal proceedings. 

 

4.3. Investigation by Belarus 

 

4.3.1. The Investigative Committee of the Republic of Belarus, which is the criminal investigative 

authority of Belarus, initiated an investigation on 23 May 2021, in criminal case No. 21121040620, 

regarding the commission by an unidentified person of an offence under paragraph 1 of article 340 of the 

Criminal Code of the Republic of Belarus. A translated extract of the provision establishing the offence is 

set out below: 

 

Article 340 – Knowingly false warning of danger 

 

1. A deliberately false message about an impending explosion, arson, or other actions creating 

danger to the life and health of people, or causing damage on a large scale, or the onset of other 

serious consequences, shall be punished by a fine, or arrest, or restriction of liberty for a term of up 

to three years, or deprivation of freedom for up to five years. 

 

2. The same act committed anew, or by previous concert by a group of persons, or causing damage 

on a large scale, or causing other grave consequences, shall be punished by the restriction of 

freedom for a term of up to three to seven years. 
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4.4. Investigation by Lithuania 

 

4.4.1. The Criminal Police Bureau of Lithuania, which is the criminal investigative authority of 

Lithuania, initiated an investigation on 23 May 2021, in criminal case No.01-1-16513-21, regarding the 

commission of an offence under Item 1 of Article 7, Article 100-1 (enforced disappearance), and Item 10 

of Article 7 and Paragraph 4 of Article 251 (hijacking of an aircraft for terrorist purposes) of the Criminal 

Code of the Republic of Lithuania. A translated extract of the provisions establishing the offenses is 

provided below. 

 

Article 7. Criminal Liability for the Crimes Provided for in International Treaties 

Persons shall be held liable under this Code regardless of their citizenship and place of residence, 

also of the place of commission of a crime and whether the act committed is subject to punishment 

under laws of the place of commission of the crime where they commit the following crimes subject 

to liability under international treaties: 

 

1) crimes against humanity and war crimes (Articles 99-113) 

… 

10) acts of terrorism and crimes related to terrorist activity (Article 252(1) and (2)). 

 

Article 100. Enforced Disappearance 

 

A person who, while acting as an agent of the State or as a person or a group of persons acting with 

the authorisation, support or acquiescence of the State, detains, abducts a person or otherwise 

deprives him of liberty, followed by a refusal to acknowledge such a detention, abduction or 

deprivation of liberty or by concealment of the fate or whereabouts of the disappeared person, shall 

be punished by a custodial sentence for a term of three up to fifteen years. 

 

Article 251. Hijacking an Aircraft, Vessel or another Public or Freight Vehicle or Fixed 

Platform on the Continental Shelf 

 

1. A person who hijacks an aircraft, vessel or fixed platform on the continental shelf shall be 

punished by arrest or by a custodial sentence for a term of up to five years. 

 

2. A person who hijacks an aircraft, vessel or fixed platform on the continental shelf by using 

physical violence or threatening the use of violence shall be punished by a custodial sentence for a 

term of three up to eight years. 

 

3. A person who hijacks an aircraft, vessel or another public or freight vehicle or fixed platform on 

a continental shelf by using a firearm, explosive or another means posing a threat to the life or 

health of the crew or passengers of the aircraft, vessel or another public or freight vehicle or the 

persons present on the fixed platform on the continental shelf shall be punished by a custodial 

sentence for a term of five up to ten years. 

 

4. A person who commits an act provided for in paragraph 1, 2 or 3 of this Article for terrorist 

purposes shall be punished by a custodial sentence for a term of five up to fifteen years. 

 

5. A person who commits an act provided for paragraph 1, 2, 3 or 4 of this Article, where this 

results in an accident, breakdown or causes other grave consequences, shall be punished by a 

custodial sentence for a period of ten up to twenty years or by a custodial life sentence. 
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6. A legal entity shall also be held liable for the acts provided for in this Article. 

 

4.5. Investigation by Poland 

 

4.5.1. The Public Prosecutor’s Office of Poland initiated an investigation on 24 May 2021, in 

criminal case No. PK V WZ Ds. 42.2021, with regard to piracy and illegal imprisonment (Article 166 § 1 

and 2 and Article 189 § 1 in connection with Article 11 § 2 of the Criminal Code). A translated extract of 

the provisions establishing the offenses is provided below. 

 Art. 166. Piracy.  

 

§ 1. Anyone who uses deceit or violence, or the threat of violence, to take control of a ship or an 

aircraft is liable to imprisonment for between two and 12 years.  

 

§ 2. Anyone who, acting in the manner specified in § 1, brings about a direct danger to the life or 

health of many people is liable to imprisonment for a minimum term of three years.  

 

Art. 189. Illegal imprisonment.  

 

§ 1. Anyone who deprives another person of their freedom is liable to imprisonment for between 

three months and five years.  

 

Art. 11. Overlapping provisions.  

 

§ 2. If an act has the features specified in two or more provisions of criminal law, the court sentences 

the offender for one offence on the basis of all the applicable provisions. 

 

4.6. Compliance with the Montréal Convention 

 

4.6.1. No suspects have been named, arrests made, nor charges preferred in any of the above 

cases. The investigations are still ongoing in the States. Articles 11 and 12 of the Montréal Convention 

govern the provision of mutual assistance and furnishing of relevant information by the concerned States. 

Belarus and Lithuania informed the FFIT that they had requested mutual assistance from other States 

connected to the Event.  

 

4.6.2. As neither a bomb nor evidence of its existence was found during pre-departure screening 

in Athens, Greece and after various searches of the aircraft in Belarus and Lithuania it is considered that 

the bomb threat was deliberately false. 

 

4.6.3. It is observed that a number of States connected to the event are investigating related 

offenses in accordance with the enabling provisions of their national laws as stipulated in the Montréal 

Convention. In particular, the transmission by an individual acting alone or with others of a deliberately 

false bomb threat thereby endangering the safety of an aircraft in flight is an offense under Articles 1 (1) 

(e) and 2 of the Montréal Convention. Some States by initiating criminal investigations have taken measures 

to establish jurisdiction over the offences as contemplated in Article 5 of the Montréal Convention. 
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4.6.4. With regard to the obligations in Article 10 of the Montréal Convention to facilitate the 

continuation of the journey of the passengers and crew as soon as practicable, there does not appear to be 

undue delay in providing services to re-establish the flight following the searches of the aircraft, the 

passengers, their cabin and hold baggage to determine whether there was a bomb as indicated in the timeline 

of events from the landing of Ryanair Flight FR4978 at Minsk Airport until its departure in paragraph 2.5 

above. 

 

4.6.5. Belarus reported the occurrence of an act of unlawful interference to ICAO on 24 May 

2021 followed by a preliminary report on 26 June 2021 as required in Annex 17. The reports submitted by 

Belarus could also be considered relevant information under Article 13 of the Montréal Convention. Belarus 

set up an interdepartmental Commission for the investigation of the circumstances of an act of unlawful 

interference in respect of the event (the "Commission").  It is indicated in the preliminary report that the 

Commission was unable definitively to conclude its investigation as it is still awaiting receipt of information 

requested from other States. 

 

4.7. The Convention on International Civil Aviation, 1944 

 

4.7.1. A number of States connected to the event shared their analyses with the Organization 

indicating that the event likely implicated certain provisions of the Chicago Convention, including Article 

3bis (b) regarding the rights and obligations of States when requiring the landing of civil aircraft, Article 4 

which obliges States not to use civil aviation for any purpose inconsistent with the aims of the Convention 

and Article 22 regarding measures to facilitate and expedite navigation by aircraft and the obligation to 

prevent unnecessary delays. Based on the analysis of the information collected, the Team did not identify 

non-compliance with these provisions and was unable to attribute the commission of the act of unlawful 

interference to any State. 

 

4.7.2. A number of provisions in the Annexes to the Chicago Convention and related ICAO 

guidance materials that were not followed are identified in paragraphs 3.2, 3.5, 3.6, 3.8 and 3.10. However, 

these pertain mainly to screening, notifications and exchange of information, which relate to the responses 

by various parties following information about an act of unlawful interference. The Chicago Convention 

does not expressly stipulate the measures the Organization may take in the event an international standard 

is not implemented by a State that has not filed a difference. This notwithstanding, the Organization has 

established the USOAP-CMA and USAP-CMA Audit programmes through which it is possible to identify 

and address non-compliance with international standards 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND MISSING INFORMATION 

 

 

5.1. As stated in paragraph 3.1 e) of its Terms of Reference, the FFIT was expected to “identify pieces 

of information potentially missing and that would be necessary to complete the investigation”. As indicated 

in paragraph 1.5 above, some specific information, including critical information indicated in the Analysis 

section of this report as highlighted below, was requested but not made available to the Team. Considering 

the above, the Team’s conclusions below are based exclusively on the information availed to it as of the 

time of this report. 

 

5.2. According to the authorities of Belarus, a first email was received at 09:25 UTC (12:25 local) 

followed by a second email at 09:56:45 UTC (12:56:45 local), both containing identical information about 

the bomb threat. On the other hand, information obtained from Switzerland through the authorities of 
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Lithuania shows that only the second email was sent to Minsk Airport at 09:56:45 UTC (12:56:45 local). 

The FFIT was not able to verify that the first email was effectively received at 09:25 UTC (12:25 local) as 

the authorities of Belarus did not provide logs of the email server airport.by nor the email files containing 

the threat messages saved in their original format including their metadata, citing their erasure in accordance 

with their data retention policy. The receipt of the first email is crucial to explain the basis for the 

communication of the bomb threat by Minsk ACC to the flight crew, which occurred at 09:30:49 UTC 

(12:30:49 local). In the absence of the first email, it could be presumed that the information about the bomb 

threat would have been obtained by the authorities of Belarus by other means, which the FFIT could not 

establish. If the first email was in fact received at Minsk Airport, the diversion of the flight to Minsk Airport 

could be considered to be a tenable option in view of the circumstances.  

 

5.3. The FFIT could not corroborate the information provided by the authorities of Belarus regarding 

the transmission by phone of the contents of the threat email from airport personnel to Minsk ACC 

personnel leading to the notification of the threat to RYR 1TZ. As cellular phone records of the personnel 

involved documenting the time and duration of the calls and person or entity contacted were not made 

available, those statements could not be supported by evidence. 

 

5.4. As neither a bomb nor evidence of its existence was found during pre-departure screening in Athens 

Greece and after various searches of the aircraft in Belarus and Lithuania, it is considered that the bomb 

threat was deliberately false. Knowingly communicating false information which endangers the safety of 

an aircraft in flight is an offence under Article 1 (1) (e) of the Montréal Convention. The Team was unable 

to attribute the commission of this act of unlawful interference to any individual or State. 

 

5.5. The FFIT was neither able to meet with, nor interview the Minsk ACC controller who was assigned 

to the RYR 1TZ flight. The authorities of Belarus informed the Team that this individual did not report for 

duty after his summer leave and that they had no information on his whereabouts and no way to contact 

him. 

 

5.6. The authorities of Belarus did not provide the FFIT information demonstrating that attempts were 

made to contact the Operator (RYR or RYS) for the purposes of meeting the obligations contained in Annex 

11, 2.24.3 and Belarus ATM Aviation Regulations, 15.12.9. to exchange information with the operator or 

its designated representative. 

 

5.7. Communications could not be established between the flight crew and the OCC during the flight 

when such communications would have been necessary in line with the operator's procedures. Had such 

communications between the flight crew and the OCC been established it would have impacted the course 

of events. 

 

5.8. Video recordings from cameras located adjacent to aircraft parking stand 1 and inside the terminal 

which could have shown certain significant activities regarding the processing of passengers from the point 

of disembarkation and in the terminal building were not provided to the FFIT. Although short extracts of 

the said video recordings had been used in a documentary type video that was shared with the Team, the 

authorities of Belarus explained that not all recordings were available due to the length of time that had 

elapsed since the event. The FFIT was not provided with a satisfactory rationale to explain why records had 

not been preserved considering that criminal and other investigations in respect of the event had been 

initiated by the authorities of Belarus and had not been completed. 
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5.9. Inter flight-crew coordination conversations that led to their decision to divert to Minsk Airport 

could not be fully confirmed since the CVR circuit breaker was not pulled after landing in Minsk. As a 

result, the full flight-crew conversations, prior to the period when the aircraft was on short final to Minsk 

Airport, were not preserved. 

 

5.10. From the evidence provided by Belarus, no escort or intercept occurred between the MIG-29 and 

RYR 1TZ and no communications by the MIG-29 was recorded on the radio channels used by RYR 1TZ. 

According to information provided by the flight crew and cabin crew, there was no communication, 

interaction, visual sighting or other knowledge of military aircraft involvement with the flight. 

 

 

5.11. Some of the States connected to the event have issued formal requests to other States for 

information and assistance in connection with criminal and other investigations into the event. Such 

investigations could assist in establishing any missing facts relating to the event. In this regard, States and 

entities that have received such formal requests should be encouraged to respond as appropriate.  

 

 

 

— — — — — — — —
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APPENDIX A 

FLIGHT PLANS RELEVANT TO FACT-FINDING INVESTIGATION 

1. Flight Plan for Ryanair Flight FR4978 (Call sign: RYR 1TZ) Athens to Vilnius – 23 May 2021  

 (FPL-RYR1TZ-IS 

-B738/M-SDGIJ1RWY/SB1 

-LGAV0710 

-N0439F350 KRO UG33 AMISI/N0442F370 UG33 KOROS/N0443F380 UN133 

ATFIR 

M987 SOMOV DCT ROMOL DCT SOMAT Z364 SOGBI 

-EYVI0235 EVRA 

-PBN/B1B5D1D3O1S2 NAV/RNP2 COM/TCAS DOF/210523 REG/SPRSM 

EET/LBSR0045 LRBB0105 UKBU0140 UMMV0213 CODE/48C22C RVR/200 

OPR/RYS 

ORGN/DUBOEFR PER/C TALT/LGTS RMK/CONTACT +353 1 9451990 TCAS) 

 

 

2. Flight Plan for Ryanair Flight FR497 (Call sign: RYR 497) Minsk to Vilnius – 23 May 2021 

 (FPL-RYR497-IS 

-B738/M-SDGIJ1RWY/SB1 

-UMMS1130 

-N0326F160 OSMUS2F OSMUS M996 DUKAT 

-EYVI0021 EYPA EVRA 

-PBN/B1B5D1D3O1S2 NAV/RNP2 COM/TCAS DOF/210523 REG/SPRSM 

CODE/48C22C 

RVR/200 OPR/RYS ORGN/DUBOEFR PER/C RMK/CONTACT +353 1 9451990 

TCAS) 

 

— — — — — — — — 
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APPENDIX B 

MAPPING OF RYANAIR FLIGHT 4978 FLIGHT PLANNED ROUTE ON 23 MAY 2021 
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APPENDIX C 

MAPPING OF ACTUAL RYANAIR FLIGHT 4978 FLIGHT PATH ON 23 MAY 2021 
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APPENDIX D 

TRANSCRIPT OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN MINSK AREA CONTROL CENTRE AND 

L’VIV AREA CONTROL CENTRE RELEVANT TO RYANAIR FLIGHT 4978 (CALL SIGN 

RYR1TZ) 23 MAY 2021 

Received from Ukraine 

 
ВЫПИСКА ПЕРЕГОВОРОВ 

Львовский РСП 

23.05.2021 р                              Kb. LVC EXE. 
 

Время 

(UTC) 

Абоненты СОДЕРЖАНИЕ ПЕРЕГОВОРОВ  

  Kb.LVCEXE.  

09:18:43 Минск Да, слушаю.  

 Львов Алло колега, день добрый.  

 Минск Добрый.  

 Львов Там Ryanair к тебе на SOMAT будет через десять минут . . .  

 Минск . . . так . . .  

 Львов . . . значит у него триста девяностый, он поворачивает на 

запад после SOMAT-a, менять ему эшелон? 

 

 Минск Пока следует пускай ...  

 Львов Пускай идет триста девяносто?  

 Минск Да.  

 Львов Хорошо.  

09:26:42 Львов Да коллега.  

 Минск Соседу.  

 Львов Ов.  

 Минск Для Ryanaii·-a . . .  

09:26:46   (переговоры 

диспетчера 

Львов с 

ЭВС) 

09:26:57 Львов Да.  

 Минск Для Ryanair-a один Tango Zulu частота будет сто двадцать 

пятьсот семьдесят пять, только для него пока. 

 

 Львов Сто двадцать пятьсот семьдесят пять, принял.  

 Минск Сто двадцать пять семь пять.  

 Львов Понял , понял.  

 Минск Спасибо.  
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COMMUNICATION EXTRACT   

L’viv ACC 

23.05.2021 year                                                                Kb. LVC EXE. 

 

Time 

(UTC) 

Speaker Transcript  

  Kb. LVC EXE.  

09:18:43 Minsk Yes, go ahead  

 L’viv Hello colleague, good day  

 Minsk Good day  

 L’viv There is Ryanair heading towards you to 

SOMAT, ..it will be there in ten minutes 

 

 Minsk … And …  

 L’viv … He is at three nine zero. He’ll be turning to the 

west after SOMAT, should I change his flight 

level? 

 

 Minsk For the time being, let him stay on the same flight 

level 

 

 L’viv Let him stay at three nine zero?  

 Minsk Yes  

 L’viv Okay.  

09:26:42 L’viv Yes, colleague.  

 Minsk To my neighbour.  

 L’viv Yes.  

 Minsk For Ryanair …  

09:26:46   Exchanges between L’viv 

controller and flight crew 

09:26:57 L’viv Yes?  

 Minsk For Ryanair one-tango-zulu, the frequency will be 

one twenty, five seven five. Only for him for the 

time being. 

 

 L’viv One twenty, five seven five, got it.  

 Minsk One twenty, five seven five  

 L’viv Roger, roger  

 Minsk Thank you  

 

— — — — — — — — 
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APPENDIX E 

DEDICATED AREA SURVEILLANCE POSITION – MINSK AREA CONTROL CENTRE 

(ACC) 

Voice Transcript 

23 May 2021 

 Time 

(UTC) 

Speaker Transcript  

Position 

opened 

09:28:39 

    

 09:28:58 RYR 1TZ (unreadable) Good day, Ryanair one-tango-

zulu, Flight level three-niner-zero, 

approaching SOMAT 

 

 09:29:04 Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, Minsk Control, 

good afternoon, radar contact 

 

 09:30:49  Ryanair one-tango-zulu, Minsk  

  RYR 1TZ Yes Ryanair one-tango-zulu, go ahead  

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu for your 

information, we have information from 

special services that you have bomb on 

board and that can be activated over Vilnius 

 

  RYR 1TZ One-tango-zulu, standby  

 09:31:17  Okay, Ryanair one-tango-zulu, could you 

repeat the message? 

 

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, I say again, we 

have information from special services that 

you have bomb on board. That bomb can be 

activated over Vilnius 

 

  RYR 1TZ Roger that, standby  

 09:31:42 Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, and for emer… 

security reasons we recommend you to land 

at Uniform Mike Mike Sierra 

 

  RYR 1TZ Okay...that’s… understood… give us a 

minute please 

 

 09:32:59  Ryanair one-tango-zulu  

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu  

  RYR 1TZ The bomb... threat message, where did it 

come from? Where did you find the 

information about it from? 

 

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu standby please  

 09:33:42  Ryanair one-tango-zulu  

  RYR 1TZ Go ahead  

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu airport security 

staff …informed they received e-mail 

 

  RYR 1TZ … Roger, …was it Vilnius airport security 

staff or from Greece? 
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  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu this e-mail was 

shared to …several airports 

 

  RYR 1TZ …Roger, standby  

 09:34:49  Radar, Ryanair one-tango-zulu  

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu   

  RYR 1TZ Could you give us frequency …for …of the 

company so that we would be able to talk to 

 

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu say again what 

frequency do you need 

 

  RYR 1TZ We just need to talk with the operations of 

the company, is there any frequency for that 

from this range 

 

  Minsk ACC Do you mean Ryanair operations 

frequency? 

 

  RYR 1TZ That’s the one, Ryanair one-tango-zulu  

  Minsk ACC Standby please  

   Ryanair one-tango-zulu, standby please  

  RYR 1TZ Standing-by  

 09:39:30  Ryanair one-tango-zulu, any updates?  

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu standby, waiting 

for the information 

 

  RYR 1TZ Could you say again the IATA code for the 

…airport that authorities were 

recommending for us to …to divert to 

 

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu . . .read you 

THREE, say again please 

 

 09:39:57 RYR 1TZ Radar, Ryanair one-tango-zulu  

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, go  

  RYR 1TZ Can you say again the IATA code of the 

airport that authorities have recommended 

us to divert to? 

 

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, roger, standby 

please 

 

  RYR 1TZ Okay, I hear you TWO out of FIVE, can you 

say again the IATA code of the airport that 

authorities have recommended us to divert 

to? 

 

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, standby  

  RYR 1TZ Standby, roger  

 09:41:00 Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu  

  RYR 1TZ Go ahead  

  Minsk ACC IATA code is Mike Sierra Quebec.  

  RYR 1TZ Can you say again please?  

  Minsk ACC IATA code Mike Sierra Quebec  

  RYR 1TZ Mike Sierra Quebec, thanks.  

 09:41:58  Ryanair one-tango-zulu, again, this 

recommendation to divert to Minsk where 

did it come from? Where did it come from? 

Company? Did it come from. . . departure 
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airport authorities or arrival airport 

authorities? 

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, this is our 

recommendations. 

 

  RYR 1TZ Can you say again?  

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, this is our 

recommendations. 

 

  RYR 1TZ Okay, I read you TWO out of FIVE  

   Did you say this was your 

recommendation? 

 

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, Charlie-Charlie.  

 09.42.49  Ryanair one-tango-zulu, we have ground 

staff frequency for Vilnius one-three-one 

decimal seven-five-zero 

 

  RYR 1TZ One-three-one-seven-five, (unreadable) we 

got that down, not answering 

 

 09:44:38 Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, advise your 

decision please 

 

  RYR 1TZ Radar, Ryanair one-tango-zulu  

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, advise your 

decision please 

 

 09:44:52 RYR 1TZ …I need to ask you a question, what is the 

code of the threat, ..is it green, yellow or 

amber or red 

 

  Minsk ACC Standby  

 09:45:09  Ryanair one-tango-zulu, they say code is 

red 

 

  RYR 1TZ Roger that, in that case we request holding 

at present position 

 

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, roger, hold over 

your position, maintain Flight level three-

niner-zero, turns at own discretion 

 

  RYR 1TZ Okay holding at our discretion at present 

position maintaining Level three-nine-zero, 

Ryanair one-tango-zulu 

 

 09:47:12  Ryanair one-tango-zulu, we are declaring 

an emergency MAYDAY, MAYDAY, 

MAYDAY, Ryanair one-tango-zulu, our 

intentions would be to divert to Minsk 

airport 

 

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, MAYDAY, roger. 

. .standby for vectors 

 

  RYR 1TZ Standing-by Ryanair one-tango-zulu  

 09:47:53 unknown (unreadable) Ground-

ground 

coordination 

 09:48:10  Ryanair one-tango-zulu, request descent to 

ten thousand feet. 

 

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, descend Flight 

level one-zero-zero 
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  RYR 1TZ Flight level (unreadable) Ryanair one-

tango-zulu 

 

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu from present 

position cleared direct point KOLOS, Kilo 

Oscar Lima Oscar Sierra 

 

  RYR 1TZ Direct to KOLOS, Ryanair one-tango-zulu  

 09:50:15 Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, how do you read 

me? 

 

  RYR 1TZ I read you FIVE, Ryanair one-tango-zulu  

  Minsk ACC Roger  

 09:50:24  Ryanair one-tango-zulu do you need any 

aerodrome details and weather 

information? 

 

  RYR 1TZ We can pick up the ATIS from Minsk 

...(unreadable) enough. 

 

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu do you need ATIS 

frequency? 

 

  RYR 1TZ We got it. Is it one-two-eight-eight-five-

zero, One-tango-zulu. 

 

 09:50:56 ATIS Information Delta, 0936, Eye Ell…  

Translated 

from 

Russian 

09:51:14 Unknown Yes? …Yes? 

 

Ground-

ground 

coordination  Minsk ACC Do you hear? 

 Unknown Yes 

 Minsk ACC Listen, Ryanair is now heading to KOLOS. 

Will you bring it via (unreadable)?… I need 

a runway, three-one Right? 

 Unknown Three-one Right, KOLOS Two Hotel 

Arrival 

 Minsk ACC Two Hotel. Runway? 

 Unknown Three-one Right 

 Minsk ACC Okay 

 Unknown ATIS one-two-eight eight-five-zero 

 Minsk ACC Okay. 

 09:51:50 Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu  

  RYR 1TZ One-tango-zulu, go ahead  

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, KOLOS Two 

Hotel Arrival, Runway-in-use Three-one 

Right and if you need vectors advise.  

 

  RYR 1TZ Okay, KOLOS, could you say the 

(unreadable). 

 

  Minsk ACC KOLOS Two Hotel Arrival.  

  RYR 1TZ KOLOS Two Hotel Arrival, Runway 

Three-one Right, Ryanair one-tango-zulu   

 

  Minsk ACC And ATIS frequency is one-two-eight 

decimal eight-five-zero 

 

  RYR 1TZ Two-eight-eight-five  
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 09:52:29 Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu and advise 

passengers on board and if any dangerous 

goods on board 

 

  RYR 1TZ No dangerous goods, standby...and we need 

one-three-zero to avoid 

 

 09:53:00  Ryanair one-tango-zulu, turning heading 

one-three-zero to avoid 

 

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu roger heading one-

three-zero. Report clear of weather. 

 

  RYR 1TZ Wilco.  

 09:54:45  Ryanair one-tango-zulu, souls on board is 

one-three-three. 

 

  Minsk ACC Persons on board one-three-three, copied, 

thank you. 

 

 09:55:33  Ryanair one-tango-zulu, when ready report 

estimated time of arrival. 

 

 09:56:48 RYR 1TZ Ryanair one-tango-zulu, request descent to 

nine thousand feet. 

 

  Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, descend Flight 

level niner zero 

 

  RYR 1TZ Descend Flight level nine zero, Ryanair 

one-tango-zulu. 

 

Translated 

from 

Russian 

09:57:01 Minsk 

Approach 

Yes? ...Hello? 

 

Ground-

ground 

coordination  Minsk ACC Are you ready to accept? 

 Minsk 

Approach 

Yes 

 Minsk ACC Is descending to Flight level nine zero, with 

heading one-three-zero 

 Minsk 

Approach 

Okay 

 09:57:12 Minsk ACC Ryanair one-tango-zulu, now contact Minsk 

approach on one-two-five decimal niner. 

 

  RYR 1TZ One-two-five-niner, Ryanair one-tango-

zulu 

 

Position 

closed 

10:04:30 

    

 

— — — — — — — — 
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APPENDIX F 

TRANSCRIPT OF CONVERSATIONS BETWEEN AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL ENTITIES IN VILNIUS, 

LITHUANIA AND MINSK, BELARUS CONCERNING RYANAIR FLIGHT FR4978 (CALL SIGN RYR 1TZ), 

23 MAY 2021 

 

Explanation of Terms 

Vilnius ACC Sup. Duty Supervisor – Vilnius Area Control Centre 

Vilnius ACC Area Controller – Vilnius Area Control Centre  

Vilnius Tower Sup. Duty Supervisor – Vilnius Tower 

Minsk ACC Sup. Duty Supervisor – Minsk ACC 

Minsk ACC Area controller – Minsk ACC  

[...] Words not comprehended or identified 

 

Line 

number 

Time 

(UTC) 

 

Speaker 

 

Conversation contents 

Duty Supervisor – Minsk ACC and Duty Supervisor – Vilnius Area Control Centre 

1. 09:35:39  Vilnius ACC Sup. Vilnius. 

2. 09:35:40  Minsk ACC Sup. Hello, Vilnius. 

3. 09:35:42  Vilnius ACC Sup. Hello. 

4. 09:35:43  Minsk ACC Sup. We have a Ryanair aircraft flying from Athens to 

Vilnius, they are asking for the frequency of their 

representative, Ryanair most probably. Do you have 

something like that in Vilnius, so that they would be able 

to talk to them? 

5. 09:35:56  Vilnius ACC Sup. Well, we have to ask our tower. So, they want a 

representative, you mean, some kind of Ryanair 

representative in Vilnius. 

6. 09:36:06  Minsk ACC Sup. Well, yes, the closest one, so that they would be able to 

contact the representative. 

7. 09:36:12  Vilnius ACC Sup. Just a moment, I will try to find something out and let 

you know. 

8. 09:36:17  Vilnius ACC Sup. I will call you back. 

9. 09:36:21  Minsk ACC Sup. Okay. I will wait, thank you. 
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Conversation between Duty Supervisor – Vilnius Area Control Centre and Duty Supervisor – Vilnius 

Tower 

10. 09:36:59 Vilnius Tower Sup. Hello. 

11. 09:37:01 Vilnius ACC Sup. Hello. 

12. 09:37:03 Vilnius ACC Sup. Look, Minsk is calling us, asking about as they put it 

"some representative of Ryanair" that is needed by 

Ryanair aircraft. Do we have any contact data, anything 

else concerning that? 

13. 09:37:12 Vilnius Tower Sup. No... we do not have anything, but there is the airport   

service, we may tell the airport ground service. 

14. 09:37:17 Vilnius ACC Sup. Well, maybe just give me some frequency, something 

you have, who is providing services to Ryanair. 

15. 09:37:20 Vilnius Tower Sup. Just a minute... 

16. 09:37:33 Vilnius Tower Sup. We will find out in just a moment, just wait a little 

bit. 

17 09:38:02 Vilnius Tower Sup. I will call you back... we'll find out soon. 

18. 09:38:05 Vilnius ACC Sup. OK. 

19. 09:38:29 Vilnius ACC Sup. Hello. 

20. 09:38:31 Vilnius Tower Sup. Yes, 131.750. 

21. 09:38:35 Vilnius ACC Sup. 131.750... that is? 

22.  Vilnius Tower Sup. Yes, that is Litcargus. 

23.  Vilnius ACC Sup. Litcargus. 

24.  Vilnius Tower Sup. But we also have the frequency of BGS. 

 

Coordination between Duty Supervisor – Vilnius ACC and  Duty Supervisor – Minsk ACC 

25. 09:39:02  Minsk ACC Sup. Minsk… [name withheld] 

26. 09:39:04  Vilnius ACC Sup. Hello, Ryanair was asking about a frequency. 

27. 09:39:06  Minsk ACC Sup. Yes, yes, yes. 

28. 09:39:10  Vilnius ACC Sup. Well, we do have frequency 131.750, it sort of 

belongs to Litcargus, our ground service. Most 

probably, they will be arranging everything that is 

necessary for them, I mean, Ryanair. 

29. 09:39:24  Minsk ACC Sup. Well, yes, yes, he was sort of just asking, there kind of 

was a question, there was some information received that 

they might have a bomb on board and they wanted to 

consult their airlines, what should be done, should they 

change the route [... ]. Minsk, we recommend landing, 
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that is why they have been asking for such a frequency, 

meaning, the issue does not concern engineering matters, 

it concerns the decision to be made. 

30.   Vilnius ACC Sup. So, they have to contact the airlines in some way? 

31.   Minsk ACC Sup. Yes, yes, yes. 

32.   Vilnius ACC Sup. Well, we do not have such frequency. Then we need... 

well, well, well. I might try to find out some 

number, but how can we contact the aircraft... I am 

not sure there is such a possibility at all... so to say. 

They should know themselves, how to make the 

contact... operational.... 

33.   Minsk ACC Sup. I understand. Okay. What about 131.750, what kind 

of  frequency is that? Who uses it? 

34.   Vilnius ACC Sup. That is Litcargus. Well, it is our ground service company, 

so to say. 

35.   Minsk ACC Sup. Ground service. I understand. 

36. 09:40:17  Vilnius ACC Sup. Yes. Most probably then, they will not be able to 

help. 

37.   Minsk ACC Sup. Well, yes, yes. 

38.   Vilnius ACC Sup. Anyway, tell me... In case I find out something, so they 

want to [... ] 

39. 09:40:32  Minsk ACC Sup. Just a minute... ok, ok, ok. Thank you, if necessary, we 

will call additionally. 

40. 09:40:36  Vilnius ACC Sup. Yes, thank you. 

 

Flight RYR1TZ coordination between Vilnius ACC and Minsk ACC 

41. 09:43:08  Minsk ACC Hello. 
' 

42. 09:43:11  Vilnius ACC Concerning RYR1TZ. 

43.   Minsk ACC Yes. 

44.   Vilnius ACC Confirm you will maintain 390. 

45.   Minsk ACC Do you have information from your supervisor? 

46.   Vilnius ACC Yes, l have information. I am just asking you, could 

you... (connection is lost) 
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Coordination between Duty Supervisor, Vilnius ACC and Duty Supervisor, Minsk ACC 

47. 09:43:39 - 

09:44:41 

 Vilnius ACC Sup. Hello. 

48.   Minsk ACC Sup. Vilnius, it is Minsk Supervisor [name withheld] 

49.  Vilnius ACC Sup. Yes, yes. 

50.   Minsk ACC Sup. Well, in respect of Ryanair. The crew has not made a 

decision yet, so the information we have here is this: 

representatives of all institutions shared the information 

that they have received an e-mail, it was sent to multiple 

recipients at several airports, stating that there is a bomb 

on the aircraft. 

51.   Vilnius ACC Sup. Aha... mhm. 

52.   Minsk ACC Sup. Which may explode when the aircraft is above Vilnius. 

53.   Vilnius ACC Sup. Well, well. 

54.   Minsk ACC Sup. The crew, mhm... was recommended landing at Minsk-2. 

So far, it is following the route, we are waiting for them 

to make a decision. 

55.   Vilnius ACC Sup. Well, ok, we will be aware of that. Thank you. 

56.   Minsk ACC Sup. Yes, you are welcome. 

57.    [Subsequently, at 09:46, Vilnius ACC Supervisor 

contacted the Rescue Coordination Centre using the 

internal channel and notified them about the received 

information concerning RYR1TZ.] 

 

Coordination between Area Controller – Minsk ACC and Area Controller – Vilnius ACC 

58. 09:45:52  Vilnius ACC Yes, colleague. 

59.   Minsk ACC Well, RYR1TZ, for the time being, will be circling at its 

current location, making decision. 

60.   Vilnius ACC OK, so for this moment it will be in the holding area, on 

your frequency. In your area, on your frequency..? 

61.   Minsk ACC Yes, yes. 

62.   Vilnius ACC Okay. We are looking forward to further information, 

thank you. 
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63. 09:46:20  Vilnius ACC Hello. 

64.   Minsk ACC Hello, Vilnius? 

65.   Vilnius ACC Yes. 

66.   Minsk ACC For now, it will make a turn, executed at 390. 

67.   Vilnius ACC Roger. Will it be turning and on your frequency? 

68.   Minsk ACC So far, yes. We are looking forward for the decision, 

looking forward for the solution. 

69.   Vilnius ACC OK, we will be waiting for the information. Thank you. 

70. 09:47:31  Vilnius ACC Hello. 

71. 09:47:32  Minsk ACC Hello. RYR1TZ, he is declaring MAYDAY (... ) 

now. 

72.   Vilnius ACC Yes. 

73.   Minsk ACC His decision is to descend and land at UMMS. 

74.   Vilnius ACC At Minsk, roger. Thank you very much. 

 

Coordination between  Duty Supervisor – Vilnius ACC and  Duty Supervisor – Minsk ACC 

75.  09:49:58- 

 09:50:16 

 Minsk ACC Sup. Supervisor [name withheld]. 

76.   Vilnius ACC Sup. Neighbour, please clarify, is Ryanair going to land in 

Minsk? 

77.   Minsk ACC Sup. Yes, all done, assigned squawking 7700, made a 

decision to land in Minsk-2. 

78.   Vilnius ACC Sup. OK. Information received, thank you. 

79.   Minsk ACC Sup. Goodbye. 

 

— — — — — — — — 
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APPENDIX G 

RELATIVE MILITARY AIRCRAFT POSITIONS VIS-À-VIS RYANAIR FLIGHT FR4978 

 

 
 

— — — — — — — —
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APPENDIX H 

EMAIL MESSAGES RELEVANT TO FACT-FINDING INVESTIGATION 

23 MAY 2021 

 

1. Email message time stamped 9:25 (UTC) – 23 May 2021 – Minsk Airport, Belarus 

 
2. Email message time stamped 9:56 (UTC) – 23 May 2021 – Minsk Airport, Belarus 

 
3. Email message time stamped 9:25 (UTC) – 23 May 2021 – State Enterprise Lithuanian Airports, 

Lithuania 

 
Metadata associated to email received in Vilnius, Lithuania 
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4. Email message time stamped 9:27 (UTC) – 23 May 2021 – Sofia International Airport, Bulgaria 

 
 
5. Email message time stamped 9:28 (UTC) – 23 May 2021 – Bucharest Airports National 

Company, Romania 
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6. Timeline of the emails sent on 23 May 2021  

 

 
 

 

 

— END — 


